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1.0 Introduction

1.1 This paper is based mainly on ten weeks of field work which

I conducted in Taiwan during the summer of 1972. I was supported by
Grant No. CS-3334 from the U.S. National ScienceiFoundation while I
was a Visiting Research Fellow of the Institute of History and Philo-
logy of the Academia Sinica. It forms part of a broader survey of the
syntax of all the Formosan languages which I began in 1964.

The languages I studied directly were Aukai (twenty-five hours
of elicitation), Bunun (line hours elicitation), Tsou (about fifteen

hours), Amis (fourteen hours), Seediq (twenty-five hours), and Saisiyat
(seventeen and a' half hours). I conducted all of my elicitation directly
in andarin Chinese, except in Lhe case of my third Saisiyat informant,
with whom I had to use a Chinese-Atayal interpreter. I have also refer-
red to works on Anis (Ferrell 1971W1971b), Atqyal (Egerod 1966), Bunun
(Jeng 1969), Paiwan (Ferrell 1971a), Poyoma (Sprenger 1972), Rukai (Li
1973), Saisiyat (Tsuchida 1964), Seediq (Asai 1953), and Tsou (Tung
1964). Because of wide variations in outside references and time avail-
able, and in the abilities of my informants, the quality of my data
ranges from excellent (Amis, Tsou, Rukai) to minimal (Bunun).

I have used a broad phonetic transciption for my examples,
except those in the section on Tsou. Since I have not done a phonolo-
gical analysis of any of these languages, I felt the material would
be of more use to phonologists if I reported them essentially as I
recorded th,,im, without attempting to reconcile inconsistencies or
variations in vowel length and quality, consonant retroflection, etc.

1.2 In this paper, I attempt to describe, analyse, and compare
the morphologicvliy marked causative verbs in the six languages I
studied directly. I have tried to test the validity of Stevens'
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mow
claim (1973) about the general form of indirect action causatives in
Austronesian against data from Formosan and to present evidence to sup-
port my claims that the formation of causatives and passives must be
treated as lexical derivation rather than inflection.

1.3 The theoretical framework employed is a type of case grammar
which may for the sake of convenience be referred to as 'lexicase'
(Taylor 1971:8) . Briefly, lexicase is a generatdveLbutnnon4transforma-
tional approach to syntax. It has no distinct deep structure and no
transformations, and instead relies on Phrase structure Rules (PSR), and
Subcategorization (SR) and Redundancy (RR) Rules. It captures the rela-
tionship between sentences by means of Derivation Rules (DR), rules
that formally state the analogical pattern on the basis of which one set
of lexical items may be derived from another set. Case phenomena are
described in terms of features on lexical items: intrinsic features of
case form and case relation on nouns, determiners, and prepositions, and
contextual case frame features on verbs and prepositions. It will be
these case features and Derivation Rules that will be chiefly involved
in the analysis of Formosan causatives in this paper. (For other studies
in the lexicase framework, see the items marked by an asterisk in the
References).

In syntactic terms, a causative construction is one in which
an extra agent or force actant is allowed to occur with a verb in addition
to the actants already lexically permitted by the verb's case frame.
Semantically, this external agent or force is seen as causing the action,
process, or state characterized by the verb. All human languages possess
such constructions, and all must choose from two possible types: syntac-
tic (or 'paraphrastic') and morphological. A syntactic causative construc-
tion is one in which a usually non-finite (subject less) verb with or with-
out other accompanying actants is embedded under a verb of causation.
The causation verb has an agent or instrument actant, the 'causer', and
an object (often optional) acted upon by the causer. This object is
interpreted as coreferential with the missing subject of the embedded
sentence. For example in English:

John made
(+fin]
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the desert
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Regardless of what one Tay believe about deeigalanUAVATARfplins,
etc., in the surface structure it is clear that the second NP in
both structures is the object of the matrix verb rather than the sub-
ject of the embedded verb, as can be seen from the corresponding pas-
sives:

1-3. The desert was made to bloom by John.
1-4. *The desert bloom was made by John.
1-5. John was caused to believe in gremlins by the accident.
1-6. *John to believe in gremlins was caused by the accident.

The actual subject of the embedded sentence, then, does not normally
appear overtly in a syntactic causative construction, and the fact that
it is :oeferential with the matrix object must be formally characte-
rized in a grammar.

A morphological causative construction is one containing a
morphologically marked causative verb. Such a verb differs syntacti-
cally from the corresponding non-causative verb in allowing an addi-
tional 'causer' actant on its case frame, and morphologically in having
some overt marking which distinguishes it from the non-causative
counterpart. Highly inflected languages such as Japanese (Taylor
1971;228-232 ) and Korean (Yang 1972:202 217) often have morphological
causatives, while isolating languages such as Thai (Kullavanijaya 1974)
of course must wake do with syntactic causatives. Nany other languages
have both types.

1.4 As Alan Stevens has noted, a large number of Austronesian
languages have morphological causative verbs marked by a prefix pp -,
and these verbs 'have to handle an added UP in terms of surface cases
and in the focus morphology of the verb (Stevens 1973). Pacausatives
also occur in all the Formosan aboriginal lan,juages I have studied,
In this paper, I will describe these constructions in six languages:
Amis, Bunun, Rukai, Saisiyat, Seediq, and Tsou. I trill be especially
concerned with explainin3 and formalizing the grammatical processes of
causativization in "indirect action causatives" (Stevens 1973), that
is, in the formation of pp-causatives from transitive verbs. Attention
will be focussed on how these languages cope with the problem of accom-
inodating a new case relation in the case frame of a verb which may
already be hard put to signal the case relations it already takes, with
the possibly limited set of case forms the language makes available to
it. This problem is especially severe in the case of ditraisitive
verbs, and the way each of the languages handles this problem is espe-
cially instructive.

The different approaches taken by languages and linguists
to the problem of indirect causation constructions differ in how they
treat the case relation with corresponds to the unmarked subject of
the non-causative counterpart (agent, dative, or objective for our
purposes), and the new added 'causer' relation. Several approaches
are possible. The easy way out from the point of view of the language
is of course the syntactic causative construction. It will probably



bbdalways prove possible to embed a sentence under a higher verb of causa-
tion, as previously described, instead of working out a means of accomo-
dating an extra case relation in the case frame. This is a common enpe-
dien in several of the languages studied, and even some of the
hardiest Formosan languages resort to this device when faced with the
prospect of causativizing a ditransitivc verb. In these constructions,
then, the new agent comes in as an actant (usually the subject>ef the
matrix verb of causation, and the original agent of the non causative
cannot be overtly expressed at all. Instead, by a universal convention
on the interpretation of syntactic causativeeconstructions (Aullevanijaya
1974), the missing subject of the embedded non-causative verb is identi-
fied as coreierential with tue object of the matrix causative verb..

A fairly simple approach to indirect causation is illustrated
by Sre, a mountain lion-Khmer language of Vietnam (1anley 1972). If the
subject of a non-causative verb is in the objective case relation ((OM,
+OBJ]), it appears as the direct object of the corresponling causative
([4-AC, 4OBJ]), if it is in the native relation ([4--all, +DAT]), it appears
as the indirect object of the causative ((+D, +DAT] or (+DR, 4DATD; and
if it is an agent +AGT]), it is not allowed to appear overtly
with the causative at all. Like the syntactic causative, then, the
agent (AGT) of the non-causative is not allowed to appear overtly in the
causative sentence; unlike the syntactic causative, however, no means
at all is provided to grammatically determine the identity of the missing
performer of the actiun (1:auley 1972:64);

1 2 3

1-7. caw pu' 'an 1 2 3

141,, i [-cells] r+AC 1 People beat me.
NAGT 1+0B.11

1 2 3, ,4 1 2 3 4
I 0. khay ton-pu a5 lie caused ksomeone) to beat me.

[+AGKill I

T
(4caus) r+AC

'JOB.'

1.5 The approach taken by Formosan languages is not quite this
drastic. Their indirect causation constructions conform generally to the
pattern presented by Stevens for Austronesian languages. (1973);

- pa-verb - JP - -

[causer] [agent] [object] [other case relations]

Thus, the new causative agent and the original agent of the noncausative
verb are allowed to coexist in the same simple sentence. In analyzing
such sentences, it seems Stevens has found it necessary to introduce a
new case relation, "causer", a relation occurring only with causative
verbs, and to state that the other case relations are signalled by re
distributing the surface cases or focusses to different case relations,
again in a way that is unique to causative verbs. de mentions for
ee,,:ample that the 'associative' focus may be used for 'object", and
"object" focus for "agent" with causatives in many Philippine languages.
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This type of approach has also been taken for example by Mintz for
Bikol (1973:170-104) and Schachter for Tagalog (1962:321, cited in

There are a number of drawbacks to this approach. One is
that the new 'causer' case relation is unique to causative verbs, as is
the 'redistribution of functions' Stevens speaks of. Thus although the
grammatical properties of the following two Tagalog sentences are iden-
tical, Stevens' approaca would require completely different analyses (I
use my own notation for cases):

1-9. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

nagbigay ang nanay ng adobo sa. lalaki
R I [[-caus] 1.11C i I4Lai
ii.AGT 4.OBJ 14DAT J

2 3 1 4 5 6 7

The mother gave the adobo to the man.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I-10. nagpakain ang nanay ng adobo sa lalaki

E+caus] rill 1 RAC 1 FR. 1

JuusJ [40BJJ j4AGTJ

2 3 1 4 5 6 7

The mother fed the adobo to the man.

Compare the corresponding non-causative:

1 2 3 4 5

I-11. knmain ang lalaki ng adobo
[-caus] 1-4.rrii 1 RAc

I4AGTJ LODBJJ

,. 2 3 1 4 5

The man ate the adobo.

If the causative verb existed and its non-causative source did not, there
would be no hesitation about analyzing 1-9 and I-10 in exactly the same
way; in particular, nanay 'mother' in both sentences would be considered
the AGT and lalaki 'man' the DAT (or whichever terms correspond to these
in a given analysis). Horiever, because of the existence of the related
1-11, a totally different analysis must be assigned, a new and very
suspicious case relation must be added to the inventory, and important
Generalizations about the mapping of case relations onto case forms must
be abandoned.

An alternative approach, and one that according to dintz was
followed by both licKaughan (1956:27) and by Stevens himself for Bikol
(1969.3), is to accept the clear evidence of surface case and focus
affixes, treatin-, the causing agent as grammatically the AT and the
original actor as somehow demoted to OBJ when in the subject position,
and to DAT when not the subject (Stevens 1969) . I will adopt just such
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'RO an apprcich in this paper. The claim that 'causer' in a causative seri.,

tence is grammatically the agent is amply supported by evidence from

Formosan languages. For example, one of the best proofs is the clitic

pronouns in Tsou. These clitics are always coreferential with the
agent of an agentive sentence, and in causative sentences, they are
always coreferentialyith the 'causer', not the actual performer of the

action. In Amis, agentive transitive sentences regularly allow corre,,,
sponding passives in which the agent appears in the genitive case form,
while no other case may occur there. In passive causative verbs it is

the 'causer' which appears in the genitive case form, not the actuall

performer of the action. If 'causer' and 'agent' are considered separate
case relations, these generalizations can no longer be stated in the

grammar.

Conversely, if the actual performer is considered the
grammatical agent in a causative sentence, it is not possible to explain
why an affirmative causative can be used in the past tense in a situation
in which the alleged agent did not in fact perform the action. Thus in

Amis, papimilaw 'cause-transitive-see' can mean either 'cause someone

to see something' or 'ask someone to look at something': papikorokoron
'cause - transitive -roll- passive' can mean either 'cause someone to roll
something' or 'ash: someone to roll something'. These verbs can be used
appropriately regardless of whether the action of 'seeing' or 'rolling'
actually took place. This is explicable if we say that the causer is the
grammatical agent, that he or she did perform an act of requesting, and
that the potential performer was involved in some way in the action
whether he actually performed it or not. The fact that the 'causer' in
Stevens' formula appears in the pre-verbal topic position in indirect
causation sentences does not necessarily indicate some unique grammati-
cal status for the 'causer' relation, since in Formosan languages,
especially Saisiyat, Atayal, and Seediq, it is quite normal and in fact
the rule rather than the exception to topicalize the subject when the
verb occurs with two or more actants. Since the unmarked subject of
agentive verbs in these languages is the agent, one would expect the
grammatical agent to appear in the position in which we find the'causer'.

Such an approach is not one, however, which can be easily or
naturally adopted in a transformational analysis deriving causatives
from a sentence embedded under a higher CAUSE verb, since having a deep
structure agent turn up as a surface structure object or dative would
violate the stricture against allowing transformations to change meaning.
This is however a problem not with the analysis but rather with the trans-
formational model. It presents no difficulties for a lexicase approach,
since of course lexicase does not employ deep structures or transforma-

tions.

What I will claim in this paper, in summary, is that there
is no separate 'Causer' case relation, and no concomitant redistribution
of the functions of case forms in realizing case relations. That is,

the 'causer' is always grammatically the ACT (or possibly the instrument
INS), and the original ACT is demoted to some other case relation and
realized in exactly the same way with a causative verb that is with a
non-causative verb of the same syntactic class.
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1.6 Some readers may find this conclusion unacceptable because
of cases such as those mentioned by Stevens where an "object" focus is

used to mark an agent. Apparently the same sort of example in Paiwan,

a southern Formosan language, is given by Ferrell (1971o:3).

1-12. ACTIVE CAUSATIVE
(In focus:) (In focus:)

(AF) q/m/iladj (one who sits) pa-qiladj (one who causes some-
one to sit'

(OF) IMO .110 pa-qiladj-en (person who is caused

to sit)

(RF) qiladj-an (place one sits) pa-qiladj-an (place one is caused

to sit)

(IF) si-qiladj (buttocks, reason
for sitting, as
to hold a child)

si-pa-qiladj (reason for which one
.is caused to sit)

In this set of forms, it appears that the AGT of the non-causative .
verb, the one who sits, is treated by the causative verb as if it were
the object of causing-to-sit; if we assume however that intransitive
action verbs like 'sit' do not have an AGT in their case frames at all,

the picture changes. Suppose instead that they have an object (OBJ),
which is the normal unmarked subject choice for such verbs. This is

not a purely ad hoc expedient, and is in fact supported by a consider-
able amount of evidence for English (Starosta 1971b:444-6), Sre (ILanley
1972; Starosta 1971d;89 -90), and from Polynesian nominalizations (Biggs,

personal communication). Under this assumption, the so-called Philip-
pine AF form for intransitive verbs has an OBJ subject, not an AGT AF
then is not really 'Agent Focus', but would better be considered the
unmarked 'Active Form', which may have as a subject either OBJ, DAT,
INS, or AGT, depending on the language and the verb class. Someone who

defines AGT in terms of 'intent' by using for example an imperative
test (cf. Anderson 1971:41) may find this conclusion suspect; however,

I feel that these criteria for discovering agents have never been
satisfactory, and can be maintained only at the expense of ignoring
such examples as "BE noisyl", "Be a mans", "Know the answers by Monday
morning or die', or making debilitating modifications in the gram-
matical model to accommodate them. When we substitute less subjective

syntactic tests for these unworkable and subjective semantic ones
(Starosta 1971b:444-6), all the indications are that the subject of
all intransitive verbs is OBJ; and in fact that is a good definition

intransitive verbs, if we make the additional assumption that ever); verb
has 'at least an OBJ in its case frame if it has anything at. all, and. thus
that AGT never occurs alone in a case-brame: As far as I know, this assump-
0.6n was first used in Taylor (1971:37), atid..has since proven extremely
fruitful in,lexicase.studies by Li (1973) and,Ktillavanijaya (1974). If we

reinterpret Ferrel's data in li3ht of these assumptions, they turn out to
be quite regular and normal.

1-13. jon-causative 1Subjeg att. Causative Subject

Active AF q/m/iladj t+OBJ J pa-qiIadj [+ACT3

Passive OF pamqiladj-en, [ +OBJ]

RF qi1adj-an [4.1,00 pa-quilajan:A4LOC]
[ +INg; BEM] [-HIEN]
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Paiwan has the normal subject choice hierarchy for active sentences: if
there is an AGT, it is the subject; if not, then DAT, else OBJ. For the
non-causative verb, OBJ is chosen as the subject, so of course there is
no distinct OF passive form (though there are apparently languages such
as Hindi where intransitive verbs can be passivized). In the causative,
however, AGT is present and automatically has priority as subject; the
sitter, still in the OBJ relation to the verb, can be made the subject
in a completely regular way, by constructing a passive OF sentence. When
not in the subject position with the causative verb, I assume the 'sitter'
is in the accusative (AG) case form, as it would be in other Formosan
languages (see.for example my discussion of Ands causatives),

If there is no redistribution of case-marking functions in
causative verbs, as.I am claiming, then an actant which comes out in the
causative marked as, say, dative (DAT), must have been a DAT in the non-
causative counterpart as well. The one exception is of course the agent.
It would be impossible in case grammar as we now know it for a causative
verb to cooccur with two agents simultaneously, one carried over from
the source transitive verb, the other introduced by causativization.
This would violate Fillmore's.stficture against more than one instance of
a given case relation occurring in a simple sentence. Thtls the case
relation which Stevens labels 'agent' in his formula must be some other
case: NP NP

[ easeer] [agent] NP UP
,AGT ,? [object] (other cases]

Because of the way this case is treated in the focus and case-marking
systems of Uaranao and Bikol, as mentioned above, licKaughan and Stevens
have proposed calling this case objective or dative. However, the choice
of object must be ruled out immediately because every causative verb will
already have carried over an object from the non-causative 'source' verb,
and again, it is not permissable to have two instances of the same cage
in a simple sentence. Dative 011 work better; 'dative' is the case of
the normally human entity "indirectly involved in the state or activity
described by the verb" (Taylor 1971:44), and tiu yould equally well
apply to the performer of an action described by d aausative verb. This
is in fact also the solution adopted *:y Taylor (1971:22b-233) for the
analogous situation in .'apanese. However, we meet the original problem
again in causativizing ditransitive verbs, that is, verbs which already
have a DAT in their case frame, a DAT which will have its own indepen-
dent realization in the case frame of the corresponding causative verb.
A language confronted by such a situation may choose the better part of
:alour, and simply refuse to causativize ditransitive verbs, as several
of the Formosan languages do. For the more adventurous languagea,
though, there is still one possible case which may plausibly be chosen
as the case relation of the actual performer of a caused action:
Benefactive (BEN),

Like dative, benefactive is a case of a typically human entity
indirectly affected by the action of the verb. It is true that being ...

caused to do something would not always be considered benef!..cial to the
doer, but if we extend the definition of BEN to include negative benefit,
or 'detriment', under the heading of BEN (and again I believe there are
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independent reasons for proposing this), then this detrimental side of
the relation would fit the causative situation.

There are reasons for thinking BEN is not a purely ad hoc
choice as the case relation of the actual performer of the action of a
causative verb. First, in Formosan languages at least, BEN is marked

with the same case form as DAT when not a subject; in Ruhai (Li 1973:
4.6.6) it can occur as the subject of a passive sentence, that is, in
'Object Focus', Second, this assumption greatly simplifies the formal

description of the process of causativization. These two reasons will

be supported in more detail under the descriptions of the individual
languages.

1.7 In the discussion so far, I have been assuming that a caus-
ative verb is a single lexical item, generally belonging to a syntactic
class of verbs which includes other non-derived verbs as well, and has
its own case frame and phonological and semantic representation. I

would now like to offer some preliminary justification for a further
claim: each causative verb has its .:Tan history. That is, causatives

are not and cannot be derived by a synchronic rule of grammar. Each

one enters the lexicon at a different period of time, and all must be

listed in the lexicon. I doubt if there is any language in which all
the syntactic, semantic, and phonological properties of all causative
verbs are completely predictable by synchronic rules.

Generative semanticists have proposed deriving causatives by

synchronic transformations, from an underlying structure in which a nod-
causative verb is embedded under a verb of causation (cf. Lakoff 1965).

Thus, it has been proposed that 'kill' be derived from 'cause to become

not alive', or 'feed' from 'cause to eat'. This position has been at-

tacked be Chomsky and others because 1) the so-called 'causative' verb
does not mean the same thing as the 'cause to' paraphrase, and 2) the

supposed underlying structure provides positions for various modifir.'!'s

that can never be realized in the surface structure (cf. Li 1973:5.1.

5.2). In a grammatical model as powerful and vague as 'generative'

semantics, it is of course always possible to concoct some new device

to circumvent these objections. There is however a simpler objection

which I think cannot be so easily evaded, namely, that even it it were

possible to predict that English contained a lexical item with . a

semantic representation something like "cause to become not alive",

and even it it were possible to predict all its syntactic properties,

there is no conceivable way one could use general synchronic rules to

predict that this item will be pronounced /kil/. This information

must be recorded in the lexicon of anybody's grammar, so there can be

no question here of a generative semantic approach having simplified

the lexicon: 'die', and 'dead' and !alive' must all have

separate lexical entries. It is also a dubious claim that a semantic

deep structure adds anything to a grammar: each lexical entry must

contain enough information to show which semantic sub-tree it is sub-

stitutable for, and this information itself is a semantic represen-

tation. This raises the question (which I will not go into further

here) of why this same information has to be represented redundantly in

a 'deep structure'.
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1.8 The same arguments arise in the analysis of Formosan languages.
Although there is much more phonological predictability in the derivation
of Amis papimilaw 'show' from mimilaw 'see', the meaning cannot always be
exactly prediCted; and although we may predict that there will be a caus-
ative verb corresponding to Tsou bont ana 'eat', there is no way of pre-
dicting by a'general synchronic rule whether the actual form will be
poabOne, poabon4a, EL'opt, *poaana, paaaneni, or *pa'ana; similarly, al-
though we know that there is a word vanah 'know' in Amis, and that there
should be a corresponding causative verb pa-vanah, we have no way of pre-
dicting an additional causative pa- sr -vanah 'teach in school', which is
itself subject to further derivation with the causative Finally,
although you know Saisiyat forms causatives with pa= and that it has a
transitive verb kiLim 'seek', there is no way you can predict that the
causative verb *pa-kiLim :simply doesn1t_exist.at-al1. Such idiosyncratic
facts must be entered in the lexicon.

From these facts, it is obvious that morphological causativiza-
tion in Formosan languages cannot be appropriately handled by transforma-
tions. Only in a language in which the existence and phonological, syn-
tactic, and semantic properties of all causative verbs are completely
regular and predictable would transformations be a desirable way to ac-
count for morphological causativization. Kalle has recognized this and
related problems (Halle 1973), but his 'filter' solution is just another
way of saying that all derived and inflected forms must be listed in the
lexicn, and has not really met the problems raised by attempting to treat
derivation by synchronic rules.

1.9 The problem for a linguist then is to account for the general-
ities while allowing for the idiosyncracies. I have proposed a type of
device called a Derivation Rule which does this (Starosta 1971a,c,d; for
criticisms of this approach from a generative semantic point ofviews,
see Seuren 1972). A Derivation Rule (DR) is a formal statement of an
analogic pattern of word formation. It differs from a transformation in
several ways. 1) it is not a generative rule in the usual sense that
is, while a set of transformations defines all and only the sentences,
(and words?) in the language at a given time, DR's define only the words
that could be in the language; whether a predicted word actually does
el:ist can only be determined by looking it up in the lexicon. 2) trans-
formations apply to trees, and manipulate them; the input to a DR is not
a part of a tree, but a lexical item in the lexicon, and the DR does not
affect the input item in any way, out rather creates a new item corres
ponding to the input 'source' in certain formally specified ways.

As an example, consider a modified form of Taylor's DR for the
formation of Japanese causative verbs (Taylor 1971:228). I consider
only the part of the rule dealing with AGTsubject verbs;
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This rule can be read as follows: "For every non -- causative verb with

the semantic features (plc] and requiring an agentive subject with the
permitted semantic features JaFi], there can be a corresponding derived
causative verb with the semantic features [prk]. however, this new verb
requires an agent subject with semantic features not predictable from
those of the subject of the source verb; and it has an additional
actant, a dative constituent which has the same permitted set of semantic
features as the subject of the source verb."

Notice that while the rule has not 'changed' the original
AGT into LAT, it has established a correspondence between the two,
which is the generality we want to capture.

In such rules, all other features are assumed to carry over
unaltered, including case frame features. However, a newly derived verb
adapts itself to the conceptual space available in ways that are not
predictable by general rule; and if the 'source' verb allows an instru-
ment, the derived verb will too, but it will be an instrument suited to
the causing of an action, not to performing one. And more generally,
the features pr

k
themselves will not necessarily carry over intact in

the process of word formation, and so are better omitted from the rule.
The phonological representation of the new item will be identical to that
of the source verb, unless it is modified by a morphological rule; in
Japanese, for example, a /-sase-/ element will be added to stems con-
taining the feature [+causative] added by this rule.

TAe new verb thus derived is from then on subject to the same
processes of semantic and phonological change as the other iv.ems in the
lexicon at that stage, and causative verbs entering the lexicon at dif-
ferent times will of course be subject to different sets of phonological
rules. This reflects the fact that many so-called 'phonological ruleli
that have been proposed recently are historical rather than synchronic.

by describing Formosan causative verbs by DR's, it is possible
to account for the observation that with a causative verb , the 'causer'
is grammatically the agent and the actual performer is some other case,
say BEN, while at the same time formally capturing the relationship
between the BEN and the AGT of the non-causative counterpart.

1.10 Before continuing, it will be necessary to define some terms
that play a role in describing Formosan causatives and Formosan syntax
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P 5in general Case is axionatic, and is the basis for other definitions in
the system, so I will not veally 'define' case, but just assume cases as
given and note some of their properties.

OBJ: the objective case relation, according to Fillmore
(1968:25)id "the somatically most neutral case, the case of anything
representable by a noun whose role in the action or state is identified by
the semantic interpretation of the verb itself." I will make the additional
assumption that every verb has OBJ in its case frame if it has any case
relation at all (of Starosta 1973).

AGT: the agentive case relation, as usual, is the case of the
typically animate perceived instigator of an action (Fillmore P.X8:24).
However, by the assumption above, an AGT never occurs alone in a case
frame, and is never the subject of an intransitive verb (see below).

DAT: the dative case relation is the case of the typically
animate experiencer of a psychological event, the animate locus, source,
or goal of the action or state expressed by the verb. It may in fact turn
out to be a subtype of LOG, the concrete or abstract spatial location,
source, or goal of the action or state (cf. Anderson 1971:100-118).

BEN: the enefactive case relacion is the case of the typi-
cally animate entity affected by the action. It may also include several
other semantic subtypes (cf. Starosta 1973).

My other case relations aie defined approximately as Fillmore's
are, though I use three-letter abbreviations instead of his single-letter
terms.

Nil: the nominative case form is the case form of the gramma-
tical subject of a sentence. It is the least marked case form, the form
taken by the basic case relation of verbs having only one. (Existentials
are frequently exceptions to this,'and a language may also possess a
class of subjectless 'impersonal' verbs). I define subjects in terms of
full noun phrases, not pronouns, since I find that in for example American
Indian and Australian languagcsi, pronouns tend to be a law unto them-
selves. However, pronouns may provide useful evidence in borderline cases.

Ergative verb. .a verb which may have an MT or INS in its
case frame for some types; but whose unmarked subject.chotse4BOODJ. An
ergative language, then, is a language in which all the verbs are ergative
verbs, that is, in which the unmarked subject choice for all sentences is
OBJ. 'Unmarked' may refer to contrast with some other coexisting construc-
tion syntactically, morphologically, or semantically marked in comparison
with the ergative sentence type (cf. Tchekoff 1973).

Accusative verb: a verb whose unmarked subject choice is
determined according to a probably universal hierarchy of ACT -DAT '- TIJS -
OBJ. That is, if an accusative verb has an ACT in its case frame AGT will
Le its unmarked subject choice; if it has no .AGT, the next choice will be
1;AT, etc. OBJ will be the unmarkedlubdect of aetcusstive-Yerb on'y if
ACT, DAT, and perhaps INS, are not present in its case frame. As with
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'ergative', 'unmarked' has reference to any other coexisting verb type

or construction whose subject choice differs from this, and which is

marked with respect to this construction. An accusative language is then

ona in which all verbs are of the accusative type.

A language is not necessarily either all ergative or all

accusative. Amis and Palauan (Wilson 1972:112) are examples of languages

having both sentence types.

Active, Passive, voice: in an accusative or part-accusative

language, a sentence type in which the accusative subject choice hierarchy

is not followed, and which is marked with respect to one in which it is,

is a passive sentence type. The unmarked type with which it contrasts,
and which does follow the accusative hierarchy, is an active sentence
type, and the active-passive distinction is called voice. In this, I

follow tradtional usage, as characterized by Lyons, in excluding
'causative' from the category of voice (Lyons 1963:372 ff).

Active verb: a verb which selects the case relation of its

subject in accordance with the accusative subject choice hierarchy.

Passive verb: a 1.erb derived from and marked tith respect

to an active verb, which selects its subject according to a priority

differing from the unmarked accusative subject choice hierarchy.

Transitive verb: a transitive verb is ene which 'has .a: grammati- .

Dali.aubject whiEh is not in the OBJ ease relation (cf. Kullavanijaya

1970..

Intransitive verb: an intransitive verb is one which must

have an OBJ subject. This includes all ergative verbs by definition, as

well as some passive verbs.

Le ;:ical entry: the basic element of the lexicon; a complex

of phonological, syntactic, and semantic information reduced to its sim-

plest form by the extraction of all predictable and freely,variable fea-

tures.

Lexical item: a word; a fully specified complex of phonologi-

cal, syntactic, and semantic information which acts as a syntactic unit.

Inflectional feature: a semantic feature which can be freely

varied within a single lexical entry.

Inner:tic:1n: a modification in the phonological representa-

tion of a lexic..2. entry which corresponds to the choice of a particular

inflectional feature.

Derivation: the creation of a lexical entry in a given

syt,:acLic category in accordance with a systematic analogy with a lexcial

entry in another synter.'; :.ategory.
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Syntactic category: a set of lexical entries defined by a
unique category feature and/or a set of case frame features.

These definitions are closely interrelated, and are based on
several primitive notions such as the case relations, 'subject', and
'lexical item'. However, I do not think they are circular. All the
terms in the system, including the primitives, receive at least an exten-
sional definition by virtue of their direct or indirect association with
elements of natural languages.

1,11 In the follwing sections, I will discuss the'phenomenon of
causative constructions in Amis, Bunun, RuLai, Saisiyat, Seediq, and Tsou.
To the extent that my data allow, I will attempt to cover the following
points for each language:

a) informants, locations, elicitation time

b) a brief impression of the general syntactic characteristics
of the language.

c) a characterization of the case forms, case relations, and
case markers operative in each language, and of how they map onto each
other.

d) a discussion of voice, including ergative and'what is
usually referred to as 'focus' in Philippine languages, to the extent
that this is relevant to causativization.

e) syntactic causative constructions

f) denominative causatives

g) the rule postulated for the description of causative
verb formation in the language.

h) the formation of causative verbs from ditraasitive verbs

i) active, passive, and causatives; direction of derivation

J) morphophonemics of causative formation

k) causation and topicalization

2.0 ANIS

2.1 !Ay informant for Amis was 1.:s. Ann Lin Mil lo about 25
years old, a surgical nurse. She had been workin in Taipei for three
years, but used Amis frequently in talking with her relatives and other
members of the Amis community in Taipei. Tier home village is Natawran4 fl06 Van-chang Ts'un, in Hualein County. :is. Lin was an excellent
informant, and made some very perceptive and helpful observations about
her language during the course of our fourteen hours of elicitation.
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2.2 Amis is a verb- initial language. Compared to, say, Saisiyat,

it makes little use of pre-verb topicalization although this is probably

more common in connected discourse and narration. The verb is followed

immediately by an agent in a passive sentence. Otherwise the subject or

non-subject accusative constituent may follow, though the subject has a

tendency to come at the end. I have found no clitic pronouns except for

a pre-verbal to in exhortative imperatives, which my informant glossed

as 'go'. Independent pronouns have the same distribution as full NP's.

The negative elements are grammatically the main 'verbs of the sentences

in which they occur, with the rest of the sentence embedded under them

as a non-finite complement. A negative verb may o.car with its own

grammatical subject and object in addition to the embedded sentence, or

just with the enbedded sentence alone. Embedded sentences may occur

with or without a complementizer (a 'future/purpose', na past) , and a

finite' clause may occur as the OBJ actant with certain verbs. The

imperative is passive in form.

Vebs may be derived from nouns in several ways, including a)

instrumentalization: the common way of expressing INS in Amis is to

derive a passive verb from the instrument noun, then embed the rest of

the sentence under it as a non-finite complement; and b) possessivization:

a verb meaning "to have 11" or "to be provided or infested with N's" can

be derived from a noun plus a prefix si-. Antis case markers make a

distinction between personal and non-personal nouns.

1.3 Amis makes use of the following case relations, case forms,

and case markers.

a) case relations:

AGT,BEN, COM, DAT, INS, LOC, OBJ, TI

b) case forms:

NU, AC, G, L, C

c) case markers

NH: ko [-pars], ci [ +pers]

AC: to [-pers], ci [+pers]

G no [-pers], ni [ ipers]

L : i taaLaa [ 4.src], namaka [4.gol]; -an may

also be affi:ted to the noun

C a

The forms and relations cooccur as follows:

1:1, AC G L

-dir +src +gol
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AGT X X
BEN X X X
CONDATXXXX
INS X X X
LOC (X) (X) X X X
0111 X X X
TIC X

X

2.4 stccording to Ferrell (1971b; 4-5), Amis has both active and
passive voices, and each has its own lull conjugation for topicalization
('focus' in Philippinist terms). He lists the following eight: examples,
which he.ittributes to Mr. A. Stejskal of the Evangelical Alliance
Mission in Taitung:

N-1. (Act AF) mi-patay o tamtaw to fafoy i (to) lotok
kills CU man CII pig CN mountains

"the man kills a pig in the mountains"

11 -2. (pas AF) ma -patsy no tamtaw ko fafoy i lotok
a pig is killed la the man in the mountains"

(Act OF) o fafoy ko pa-patay-en no tamtaw i lotok
"the man kills a pia in the mountains"

M-4. (Pas OF) o fafoy ko-pa-patay-an no taaaw i lotok
"a 2113, is killed by the man in the mountains"

N-5. (Act RF) i lotok ko pi-patay-an no tamtaw to fafoy
"the man kills a pig in the mountains"

1-6. (Pas RF) i lotok ko ko- patsy -an no ta.:11aw to fafoy

"a pig is killed by the man in the mountains!'

M-7. (Act IF) o sasti ki sa-pi-patay no tamtaw to fafoy
"the man kills a pig with a spear"

H-0. (Pas IF) o sasti ki sa-ka-patay no tamtaw to fafoy
"a pig is killed by the man with a spear"

I find these examples highly suspicious. Ferrell seems to be implying
with the glosses that the active and passive distinction corresponds
exactly to the active-passive dichotomy in English, while the various
topicalization or focus forms seem to indicate emphasis, judging by the
i Ales. However, this cannot be what is meant, since,he has stated on
page 3 that emphasis is independent of focus. Thus we are left with no
hint about how to interpret the difference between, say, the active and
passive OF sentences.

I have checked all these examples carefully with my informant,
and think it may be worthwhile recording her reactions. She said that
the wrong verb had been used throughout: patay can only be used for kill-
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U-1. The o should be replaced by ko. to is impossible
after i.

1I -2. Accepted.

11-3. The suffix should be -an, not -en.

11-4. 'by the man' cannot be expressed in these [OF]
sentences at all; without it, N-4 is acceptable, and
means "The thing killed was a pig." (Possibly she
meant to exclude 'in the mountains' Llso, since she
didn't include it in her gloss.)

M-5. Unacceptable.

11 -6. Unacceptable. When told what the sentence was sup-
posed to mean, she offered the following substitute;

i lootok ko tamdaw a mipaacok to vaavoy
The man killed a pig on the mountain."

11 -7. sasti is 'thin babiboo', not
glottal or post-velar stop.
able. As a substitute, she

'spear', and has a final
The sentence is unaccept-

offered:

M-10. sasti?an a mipaacok no tamdaw ko vavoy
"The pig was killed by the man with
literally
"The pig was thin-bambooed to death

a thin bamboo,"

by the man."

N-0. "Completely wrong!" There is no grammatical slot
available for 'pig', without it, the sentence could
have a rather forced interpretation something like,

The man's way of dying / reason for dying was the
thin bamboo."

Ny tentative o.onclusion: there could be a dialect of Amis
in which these examples are correct and natural, but I strongly
suspect it is the King James dialect.

At thy: present:state of my analysis, Amis verbs can be
divided into three basic classes: ergative, active, and passive. As
Tchekoff sta4es with reference to Tongan (1973), the ergative sentences
contrast with the non-ergative, or what I refer to as 'accusative'
sentences, and within the accusatives, there is a contrast between
active and passive (see the definitions in section 1.10). The lain
rules of verbal derivatiooperate.to.derive active accusative :verbs
from ergative verbs (Abilitativization, Transitivizatim1), passive
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from active (Passivization), and causative from active (Passive Causati
vization and Active Causativization). Ergative verbs, which like
statives arc prefixed by ma- (cf. 11-2 above), refer to processes which
may be thought of as going on without reference to any particular agent
or instrument. If an agent, dative, or instrument does occur with an
ergative verb, the sentence is glossed with an "unintentional" meaning.
(If an agent and an. instrument cooccur in a sentence, intent is always
implied, I think, which is why one of the characteristic of ergative
sentences seems to be that AGT and INS never occur in the same sentence.)

An active verb derived from an ergative might have exactly
the same case relations allowed as its ergative counterpart, then,
(though of course realized by different set of case forms), but it will
carry the interpretation of au action performed with intent. Such de-
rived actives are prefixed by 217, which becomes mi- in finite sentences.
Ergative verbs of course have OBJ subjects, and:passive verbs may have
OBJ, BEN, or possibly DAT subjects. All passive verbs end in -en. Uy
informant stated once that there were two different passive endings, but
she was unable to explain what the difference was, and I was unable to
discover any syntactic or consistent phonological distinction.

With ergative verbs, AGT, DAT, or INS can be carried by an
optional genitive (G) case marker, and in passive sentences, G may
realize AGT or DAT. I don't believe this necessarily implies that
ergative and passive verbs are really nouns (cf. Ferrell 197lb:5-0), but
I am not yet ready to commit myself on this point. It may be noted that
a close association of genitive with the case form of AGT and INS is
supposedly characteristic of ergative languages.

Since ergative and accusative verbs have different case
frames, they are by definition in different syntactic classes, and
transitivization is by definition derivation rather than inflection.
Thus even if an ergative and a transitive verb have the same stem, they
must have separate lexical entries and may undergo changes in phonological,
syntactic, or semantic properties indepenuently of one another. An
example of this is satiriv 'stop'. As an ergative verb, it allows OBJ,
AGT, and a sentential complement, and means to stop OBJ from doing Sent';
as an accusative (active or passive) verb derived from the ergative,
however, its%properties are different; it no longer allows a sentential
complemmt, but instead requires that the OBJ be an action nominaliza-
tion or abstratt noun:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ma-satIrip a tmagic ni panay ko waawa
[ +erg] [-fin] +G rfil 1

-pers 4,OBJ1

+AGT

.5 1 6 7 2 3

raaay stopped the child from crying.

(ti 30.6)
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2 3 4 5 6 7

ci paanay to caaLivat no matoaasay (U 30.5)

4pers
r+AC 1

4pers L4OBJJ

+AGT

3 1 4 7- -7 6 6

Panay soothed the old man's anger.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

M-13. satiriv-en ni panay ko caaLivat no matoaasay
raccusi 413

+pass +pers -pets
+ACT +OBJ

4 7 -7 6 5 1- -1 2 3

The old man's anger was soothed by Panay.

(1! 30,4)

(the numbers in parentheses are the numbers of these sentences in
the original data.) In 1I-11, I have not attempted to translate the
1 ergativeness' of the sentence. tmanic is an infinitive, as indicated
by the a complementizer and the absence of case markers. The difference
between stem-final -p as opposed to -v does not seem to be consistently
maintained. /v/ is phonetically [p], and the two may be in free varia-
tion.

In 11 -12 and 1113, panaris.the AGT and caaLivat no matoaasay
'the anger of the old man' is the OBJ. caaLivat is a noun here, as
indicated by the case markers to and ko and the absence of verbal
prefixes. The fact that the active and passive sentences share the
same syntactic properties as opposed to the ergative supports my
claim that the direction of derivation is ergative to active to passive.
A syntactic change occurs spontaneously in the active form after or at
the time of derivation, and this change'is carried over. in paseivization.

2.5 I have not encountered any syntactic causative constructions
in Amis. Probably they are possible but unnecessary because of the
great productivity and flexibility of morphological causative formation.

2.6 Amis has several productive processes of verb formation
related to causativization, including resultative (maka-), abilitative
(paka-), and transitive (mi- pi -) derivation. However, I will be
mainly concerned with a discussion of the formation of 2.47 causative
verbs in this paper. The rule for deriving active causative verbs in
Amis tray be formalized as follows;

11-14. 11

?

tOBJ
aFi

-passive

thcausative

tl1Ii

+ (tAGT

tOBJ
ay, 1
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It applies only to accusative active verbs with AGT, DAT, or OBJ sub-
jects, and derives corresponding active causative verbs which differ in
that they add a new AGT to the case frame. It the source verb already
had an AGT subject, the derived verb adds a corresponding Da consti-
tuent in its case frame.

If the rule applies to an underived verb with an OBJ or DAT
subject, the resultant verb has a 227 prefix directly before the stem:

HM-OBJ

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6.
N-15. ma-ribaahoy ko ?aayam naamaaka badaa hoo taaLaa Lootok

[-pass] r+Na

IJOBJJ src] +gal]
+LOC +LOC

NM-DAT

2 3 1 .4 5-6 7 6
The bird flew from thu roof to the mountain.

1 2 3 4 5 6

pa- r4baahoy -en no waawaa ko 'aayam
rcausl r+G f+ai 1

+pass ] 1.+AGT) L+OBJj

(N 121)

(U 120)

5 6 2 1- -1 3 4
The bird was (released and) made to fly by the. child.

1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
M-17. maa-vaanah ci paanay [ (a) na caay ka tamaaoic ina daavak kina waawa]

[-pass] [KC 1 f+AC 1 S
4DAMJ L+OBJ] (ii 112.1)

3 1 11 12 5 6 3 9 10
Panay knows that this child didn't cry..this morAing.

1 2 3

paa-vaanah
[-causTUN

+AGTJ

14 15

Una waawa ]

S

4 5 6 7 3 9 10

i ci paanaay-an [ na caay ka
[EL

+DAT1

11 12 13

tmaaoic ina daavak
[4.AC I

+OBJ

(m 112)

3 1-2 6 14 15 C 9 11 12 13
I informed Panay that this child didn't crythis morning

However, the simple 2E type causatives are rather infrequent
in Amis. liuch more common are the type prefixed" by ?agar. .These are
causative verbs derived from derived active transitivea prefixed by
These trausitives are derived from ergatives by quite a productive rule
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of trausitivization, and as active verbs, taey are then subject to the
normal causative derivation rule:

G -DAT

4 A

N-19. ma-mllaw no maako kisoo Innakaai.
(+erg] [4(1. trl tL

+DAT OBJ 1.1015.4

3 1 4
jus6t saw you.

1 2
m-pi-milaw KO wa3 toto too5may

[Icacsr] [MT] [:11:11]

9 3
i-

-1 4 5
Tile child s watching the bear.

1
M-21. paa-pi-ailaw

r-causl

passl

Pan8ay

4 5 t;

to
3
maim to too6m cici panay

[+AC [4AC ri
+DAT/ +ODJ +AGT

BEL
told / asked tae child to look / look after

(:il71)

(a25)

(A123)

tRe bgar.

G-AGT, G-Ia

L1-22. ma-Lnoao ko kihao no balLi
+erg rw.11 [4.G

L +OBJJ +INS

The trie is waning in the wiAd.

m-pilnanoao ko waawa to kiiao
raccusi re )
-pass

4AGT
-pars 40LJ

The child is shaking the tree.

1 2 3 4
paa-pi-nanoao ci panay tahoan to

+kGBiiJL-passj

RI, ] plia 1

4AGT

+pars VBEV
r+causl

3 1 4 2
Panay wade me shake the tree

0.:147)

(a46)

(a146.1)

The active causative verbs in the above examples are grammatically pos-
sible but according to my informant, they arc quite rare. 'Alch mora

common and normal are the corresponding passives paa-pi-milaw-en, and
paa-pinanoao-en
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11 -25. milawin ao waiwa
+pass rG

+AGT

ko to;may
r+NDI

tfOBJJ

(11126)

The biar is lokad dier gy the child.

1
M-26. paa-pi-milaw-a3n

Rcausl
ifpassj

ni paa4nay ko wawa

1

+G 1441
1.+AGT 1.+BEN1

to toomay
r+AC

OBJ

- -
The child was asked to loo2k after the be6ar by Pan4ay.

(iuy+)

Note that the passive and causative passive forms of milaw mean only 'look
after', while the active causative (and probably the simple active?) are
ambiguous between 'see' and 'look after'. (The same division is found in
Rukai and Seediq). This can be explained if we assume that 1) the transi-
tive form of 'see' has undergone a semantic shift which derived a new
agentive verb 'look after' by recategorirstion (cf. Andeison 1971;104 ff);
2) Amis does not allow passives to be derived from verbs with DAT subjects;
and 3) active and passive causatives are separately derived from the active
verb. This third assumption could only be avoided at the cost of a great
complication in the formulation of the derivation rules. It seezas less
strange if we note that in Tsou, the causative rule operates on active
verbs to produce only passive causatives.

If these three assumptions are accepted, we can propose the
following derivational history for the various forms of milaw:

11-27.

milaw
(+erg]
'see'

(*passive) m&law
raccusl

-pass
M -DAT
'see'

papim law
ricausl

.- pass,

show'

) milaw . milaw-en
[faccusl rfaccusl

-Pass 1 lfpass
Na-AGT Na-OBJ

'look after" be looked after'

( *causative papimaaw
passive) r+causl

L-Passi
'cause to look
look after'

p pimaaw-an
[+causl
+pass,'

'be caused to
look after'

The Amis passive causative rule can be formulated as follows:
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+ +AGT

c1.+OBJii(+B EN

ri
+pass
+caus

the active causative rule as follows:

However, due to the great disparity
nent rules, they should probably be
sidered the primary causativization

+caus
ppass

4..AGT

+11

13011

-4BEN

+ ?DAT)
+OBJ
F
i

in the productivity of the two compo-
kept apart, with the passive rule c3n-
rule for Amis.

Morphologically, the distribution of affixes on these verbs is
quite neat:

-en affixed to all passives
pi- prefixed to all derived active transitives
LI.- prefixed to all finite derived active transitives

( fm-pi/ =
pa- prefixed to all causatives

Note that the presence of the -pi- in the causative form gives support to
the syntactically motivated claim that both active and passive causatives

are derived from the active form of the derived transitive verb.

This system would seem to account equally well for the situation
Mintz describes (1973:178-9) for causatives in Bikol and Uaranao, where
the performer of the action can either be the subject of an or (passive)

causative, or marked with a referential case form when not the subject.

The order of_ the two AC actants in M-21 is fixed, since a re-
verse order would mean the bear is being asked to watch the boy. One

justification for saying that the 'shaker' in *-24 is BEN rather that AGT
is that it appears in the L case form, common for DAT and BEN but not
possible for AGT in non-causative sentences. On the other hand, evidence
that the causer is in fact the AGT is that it appears in the G case form
in the passive causatives (i :-26), as well as in ergatives. Thus one of
the case-marking redundancy rules, needed in connection with the passive
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rule, states that all non-subject AGT's are rea1tzed as C:

21-30: [-NM 1

4AGTj [4.0]

Amis causatives
location verbs such as si-pida

21=31. li-pida ko waawa
ifaii

L4OBJJ

The child

1 2
11-32. pa-pi-si-pi3da ko

are very productive; even derived possession-
'have money' can be causativized:

(1.180)

hls mohy.

4 6
ka-kooLi-a5n nnako (11163)

MT]

r4Ac

0.0RJ

The company enriched me. (kooLi is 'work'; cf. 'coolie',
kd 11)

The 21- is a problem here, since *mi-si-pida is not attested. (The kaz
kooLi-an derived nominalization could be the one from which Stejskal
(quoted by Ferrell 1971b:5) generalized his "Pas RF" construction.) I was
unable to causativize the plain affirmative existential ira.

. Thecausative derivation rule isnot marked-to prevent its appli-
cation to ditransitives, and in fact it is possible to causativize babli
'give':

11-33. bails ko matoiasay to Lila? (?ay) pia i wRawa
[-pass] r+Nm (+AC 1

1-pers IJOBJJ r+ATI
14,AGT

The ofa Gin give the child five dollars.

(112)

3 4
a1134.

pipi-babli ci paanay i/to matoaasay to Lima ?ay pia
1

+pers.'

+AGT

rL/4Aej
OEN

f+AC 1

LOBJJ

PaLy ad!ed the oia ;2rl to give the child five dollars.

The absence of the mi- on babli in M-33 suggests this is a non-derived
agentive transitive. In that case, the of the causative is presuma-
bly introduced by analogy. Accolding.to my informant, the passive form
also 'exists', but is not used except possibly by sma11 children. In my
terms, it is derivable but has not yet been derived.
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It happens that since all papi causatives (with the exception
of si-pirla and babli above) are derived form derived traasitives, and
since all derived transitives have DAT or ACT subjects and are inter-
preted as referring to actions under the conscious control of their
subjects, papi- gets glossed as 'ask, request, tell, invite'. That is,
these causatives carry the idea of an attempt :o cause someone to make
a decision to do something that is under his ovl conscious control.
That for me is the essence of causation, and is reflected in the require-
ment in Thai causative constructions that the verb embedded under the
causative verb be one signifying an action under the conscious control
of its subject (Kullavanijaya 1974). Passive causatives derived from
agentive transitive verbs, by this analysis, come out with BEN subjects.
(As mentioned before, BEN is here defined in a wider sense to cover both
positive and negative benefactiveness, that is, to include detriment.)
It may be that these constructions correspond to what has been called
the 'adversative' passive (Clark 1971), a passive construction desc"ib-
ing an adversative affect on the subject. If the function of such sen-
tences is to emphasize that the performer of the action undergoes an
adverse affect, then it is understandable that the performer should al-
most exclusively occur as the subject and the actual causer be a gram-
matically optional and frequently omitted actant. The sane effect can
be seen in English syntactic causatives:

U-35. The conference participant was made to write a paper (by the
ogres)

This is a point that might be followed lip in any future field work.

2:3 My data still contain some causatives with missing sources and
sources with missing causatives. Now that the operation of causation in
Amis is somewhat clearer to me, I think I could fill many of the gaps by
knowing what to look for. However, if causation is really lexical deri-
vation as I have claimed, thee. it would be normal to find that the source
of some of the causatives have been lost, and that some possible causa-
tives have not yet entered the language. Compared to the other Formosan
languages, it is surprising (and perhaps gratifying) that causation in
Amis is as regular as it is.

3.0 BUNbil

3.1 I do not have very much data on Bunun. My informant was Mr.
Ch 'aan Cheng -ts'ai 4.L 01 , about 35, a primary school teacher and
farmer in Usin-yi, Nan-tiou Prefecturelay.He was only able to
spare me nine hours of elicitation time d&ring'the week I spent in the
village. He speaks Bunun with his family and friends daily. As an in-
formant, he was affable and natural, but not particularly interested.
I believe my predecessor, Jeng Heng-hsiung, said Mt. Ch'ilan has been
known to fall asleep in mid-elicit. For these reasons, my data on Bunun
are very incomplete. I have however consulted Jeng's work where noted
(Jeng 1969). I have not seen the work on Bunun by Wu (Wu 1969) cited
in Ferrell 1971a.
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3.2 Bunun is a strong V S 0 lanz;uage, with pre-verbal topics usual-
ly appearing only in answers to questions in my individually elicited ex-
amples. They may of course be more frequent in connected discourse. Bunun
has vestigial pronominal clitics, which seem to be being replaced by a set
of NU and AC pronouns which appear very frequently in immediate postverbal
position. Both the negative elewent ni? and the prohibitive ka?a arc main
verbs of the sentences in which they appear. They may have their own full
NP grammatical subjects. 'Adverbs' may also be the main verbs of sentences,
and instruments:are expressed with active verbs by embedding the verb under
a higher verb 'use', either mago?onni (AF) or a variant of keoni-An (OF).
Imperatives, marked by an -/ suffix, are grammatically passive.

There is no personal / non-personal distinction in nouns, though
proper nouns can sometimes occur without determiners in subject position.

Determiners are otherwise obligatory for subjects with all but indefinite
mass common nouns.

3.3 Bunun employs the following case re: ;:ions, case forms, and
case markers:

a) case relations

AGT, BEN, COH, DAT, INS, IOC, OBJ, TI

b) case forms

NM, AC, G, L, C

c) case markers

NH: ka-; La, -e; 0

AC: ki-, to-; -Li, -ta; 0

G; pronoun set

L: moonhAn [ 4gol, +term, -ineas]; mesnahaan [4src]
musoopa (+gol, -term ; kunaahAn [ +gel, term, +iness]

C: i (also coordinating conjunction)

The NM and AC case markers have allophones determined by the final con-
sonant of the pieceding word: their consonants are retained after vowels,
but may be assimilated or lost after consonants. The forms and relations
cooccur as follows:

la AC G L L L L L C
-dir +gel +term +iness +src

-term -iness
ACT X X
BEN X X
COH
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NU AC G L L L L L C

DAT X X X X

INS X X
LOC X X X X X
OBJ X X (X)

TIU X

3.4 Bunun transitive verbs exhibit a basic and productive active -
passive distinction, but I have found no productive 'focus' system of
the type known in Philippine languages. A few lexical items have a
corresponding -an locative nominalization or an is- instrument / benefit
nominalization which can be elicited in the appropriate relative clause
context, but most verbs embed themselves under a general-purpose place
nominalization (51141ap-an) or instrument verb (s-in-i ku) when they

find themselves confronted with this situation.

3.5 I have found two verbs used to form syntactic causative con-
structions, madkaldn and pakasi?a7ok:

B-1. loibot a nlion

+f

maskaldn ovaiA4 muRhaan lo18na
1.447 1 14-NN 1 ro r4AC 1 r4v r+Ac

IJOBJJ L4OBJj j4LOCJ

Nan males the child io to Lolgna evliy a/1y.

B-2. paklisi?a-4k madiyo4d to masRiv °Ad& Za titi

[4f in] [441] [In] Mr] 04
i made the oia an gilL the child mRat.

(B78)

(B45)

pakasi?a-ok is one of the few verbs I have found which seems to have
incorporated a vestigial clitic pronoun which does not fit in the usual
NIJ or AC sets. One may speculate that these are remnants of an older
system, most of whose members have been lost, and that a new clitic sys-
tem is forming from the former free pronoun sets.

3.6 Unfortunately I have not collected enough data on morpholo-
gical causatives in Bunun to make any very general and reliable state-
ments about them. Among the few pairs of related verbs I got in con-
test were:

B 3. m-inla?un in sik
(4fin] riNK 1

14AGTJ

3
ha2ve eaten my fill.

(B48)
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1 2 3 4 5 6
B-4, pa-kaon-im in ?aypa qaysio

MT] ral]
55 12
Sge has alrgady aen fed rice by Ai (pi) / us

-116-
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None of my causative examples are clearly active, but some are definitely
passive. The rest can be construed as passive, though it isn't certain
because their subjects are missing, e.g.:

1 ? 2 4 , 5 6 7
B-5. qaylis-ok a avail& e [ pa-ka?on saolav ]s (B44.2)

!Alin] p.m 1 [-fin]

[

AC

IN IJOBJJ

often make the child eat vegeta7bles.

From this sentence, we can't tell if the missing subject of pa-ka?on is
the feeder (active) or the eater (passive); however, it is reasonable to
assume it is the eater, since the subject of a complement sentence is nor-
mally identical to the subject of the-matrix sentence.

Jeng (1969:143-4) lists some causative and non-causative pairs
out of context:

manaq 'shoot' panaq 'cause to shoot'
mated 'die' patad 'kill'

makau 'get angry' pakahau 'quarrel, fight'
ma'un 'eat' pakaunan 'invite to eat'

I suspect the situation is not quite as simple as this list would make
it appear. In my data panaq is just a non-active or non-finite form

of venal; patad always seems to be prefixed or suffixed; and my infor-
mant would not give me an example with akaunan. Jeng notes (p. 144)
that the past tense form of 2.2- causatives is regularly 217. Ile does

not explain the -ka- element in pa-ka-hcu, but it could be related to
the inchoative ka in Rukai (Li 1973:166-170). Thus possibly:

mahau stative
*ka-hau inchoative
pa-ka-hau causative

would be a normal Rukai-type derivation.

3.7 I was unable to elicit a morphological causative for the di-
transitive verb ma-saiv 'give'. Instead, I could only get the syntactic
causative given as example B-2.

3.8 The results of this brief investigation are clearly not very
satisfactory, and it is hoped that Jeng's dissertation on Bunun will
clarity the situation. In the.meantime, it may be possible to glean more
information from Jeng's texts (Jeng 1969).
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4.0 IWKAI

TOT COPY AVAILABLE

4.1 My field work on Rukai wAs carried out in conjunction with
Dr. Paul Li, then of the Academia Sinica Institute of History and
Philo1,ogy, in Tung Hsing Hsin ':stun, Pinan, Taitung Prefecture, a
village where the Tarumak (Ta-nan) dialect of Rukai is spoken (cf. Li
1973:1.2). We spent about 25 elicitation hours with two informants,
Rev. Fu-shou Wang and lir. Te-tzu Lin. The latter was also Dr. Li's
chief informant in his disseraation research.

4.2 Rukai is a verb-initial language. The subject may follow the
verb immediately, or other actants may intervene. There is a productive
system of Mel/tic pronouns. The negative elements are syntactically
main verbs. Imperative sentences are active ratiur than passive. Nouns
in Rukai are divided into personal and non- personal., each with its own
set of NM and AC articles. Topics may precede the main verb, but except
for locatives, temporals, and the 'causers' of indirect causation
sentences, they usually require a cleft sentence construction. For a ,

full analysis of Rukai phonology and syntax, see Li 1973.

4.3 Rukai makes use of the following case relations, case forms,
and case markers:

a) case relations
AGT, BEN, DAT, INS, LCC, OJJJ, TIM

b) case forms
NM, AC, L I

c) case markers (excluding demonstratives)
NH; ku [+pers], ka [-pers]
AC: kl [+pers], Lat [-pers, -spec], sa [-pers, +spec]
L : ?alai [-dir], [+gol], twalay'[ +src]
I : ara

The L and I case markers are coverbs, that is, prepositions derived
from verbs (see Clark forthcoming). The table below indicates the
poshible form-relation combinations:

NM AC L

-dir fgol +src

AGT X X
BEM X X
DAT i'. X
INS If

41. "41.

LOC....
OBJ X X
TrLI VP

AL

X X

4.4 As in Bunun, Rukai verbs are active or passive. In addition
to the verbal passive, there are object, location, and instrument lomina-
.0"
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lizations which Ogawa and Asai (1935;337) treated along with verbal
actives and passives as a single focus-like system (Li 1973.4.4.1). How-
ever, Li has shown (4.6.8) that these are relevant to syntax only in the
sense that these notninalization processes form nouns, and nouns can be
the predicates of equational sentences. In contrast to the true verbal
passives, the sentences that these derived nouns occur in have all the
syntactic properties of equational rather than verbal. constructions. It

is their ability as derived nouns to take a more varied set of attributes,
actants traceable to their source verbs, that is misleading. Other
linguists have noted these nominal characteristics of passive (non-AP)
sentences in Formosan and Philippine languages (cf. Ferrell 1971bi5-8),
but Li is to my knowledge the only one to sort out the evidence and make
an explicit and satisfying account of their properties in one of these
languages within the framework of a generative gramovx. (Probably the

system is more transparent in Rukai than. in any other languages).

4.5 Rukai does have a syntactic causative construction with the
main causative verb ranaw. (one of the informants claimed that there were
two such verbs, one [haw] 'do willingly', and the other Erannawo] 'use
force', but I was unable to hear the distinction consistently.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

R-1. wa-ranaw ko damay [ ani?alay toalay obola (a)kila tarumak kay adadam]

[4src)

+LOC
[44140.4110]

S

(R 158b)

7

Ta-nan.

akila tarumak ]

r-pass

j

140111 1 4L
1+f in +AGTj

2 1 3 6 4 5 6

Damay made the bird fly from the mountain to

R-2. wa-ranaw iDa adadam ko damay [ ani?alay toalay obola
[-pass] r+AC 1 f+Nu j . +L +L

i+OBJj 1.+AGT 4src +gol
+LOC 1.+LOC

(same as R-1) (R 159)

1 2 3 4 5 . 6 7 8 9 10

R-3. ni-ranaw-a (ki damay) [ anilalay toalay obola kiln tarumak kay adadata]
r+pass] [4AC
L+fin +AGT

+L +L r41411 1 s+L

+src]
LOC]
4gol WSJ.'

10 1-3 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

The bird was made by Damay to fly from the mountain to Ta-nan.

R-1 emd R-2 are both active sentences, but in a-12 the bird is functioning
as the subject of the complement sentence, whereas in R-2, it is the direct
object of the causation verb. In R-3, the causation verb is passive, so
its agent Is regularly optional and in the AC case form. The bird could
be the subject of either the matrix or complement sentence, but its posi-
tion at the end suggests it is probably in the complement.
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There is also a kind of embedded'quote causative that appears
fairly frequently in Rukai:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

R-4. ko lacto boada amiya na maroDa0 sa Lima ka ?ayso ina Lulay (I: 19)

101.1 Lamper] f+AC 1 14AC fiAC
t4AGT [4fin] L+BENj IJOBJJ L+DAT J

1 3 4- -4 2 7 5 6

Lacing had the old man give the child five dollars. (3= quote)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R-5. mua si 100 si kauLiva iDa Lulay mua vilv+1 nia a0ato miya (R 99)

[ +imp] [4.imp] [4.imp] r+AC [4imp] [-fin] (+AC
L+OATJ IJOBJ

1 2 3 6 4 5 6 7 8 9

Go and find the child and tell him to go shake the 'tree.

These constructions are still somewhat mysterious to me. The miya
seems to be a verb, since it is inflected for past tense in R-4, but
it comes after its object, the quote, instead of before; and in R-4,
unless amiya na.tna'opaa is an embedded sentence, or boada is some kind
of compound verb, it seems impossible to draw a constituent structure
tree for the sentence without using discontinuous constituents.

4.6 Li lists come examples of non-causative and causative forms of
Rukai verbs (1973:5.1.5.2):

laced
kan
davac
kaDaw
a il

'die'

'eat'

'leave'

'get big'
1t

see

? a-?acati

7 a-kani

? a-davac
? a-kaDaw
? a-ciil

'kill'

'feed'

'release'

'enlarge'

'show'

Tarumak Rukai has undergone a regular sound change of *p to ?. The cor-
responding words in the Budai Rukai dialect, with ? replaced by IL, will
look more familiar to most Austronesianists.

Ilorphological evidence indicates that, like Amis and Bunun,
causative verbs are derived from active rather than passive verbs.
Unlike the other two languages, however, Rukai causatives are normally
active rather than passive, and passive causatives are derived from
active causatives rather than directly from active non -caul Yves. It
may or may not be significant that my only examples of passives that are
clearly derived from causatives are connected with causatives derived
from intransitives like 'die' and 'break':

1 2 3 4 5

R-6. ki-a-U ?acay hay cumay sa omas (R 151.2)

4 1 2-3 5

The bear was killed by someone.
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5

ki-a-?a-?a0ak inia maroDao kay daLill (R 143.1)

5 1 2-3 4- -4

The bottle got broken by the old man.

The causative derivation rule in Rukai can accordingly be
formulated as:

+AC 1

Ti-

rFAGT)

-.DA

ci0B41

Fi

+DAT
-stative
-passive

[ PGT21
&WSJ

[

IDAT,

+OBJj
F
i

+causative
.

This rule differs from the one given by Li (5.1.5.2) in that the causa-
tives derived by it also allow INS subjects:

1 2 3 4 5

R -8. ?a-ka-oDioay sa airo?a kay tiimuu

Cmc ma
1.4434341

L

R+INSJ

5 1 4 2 3

The salt makes the food become delicious.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

R-9. ?a-ka-oDioay sa airo?a [ arakai sa tiimuu] ko maL+na
1+4C I IN1 S F+101

1+04.7 +INS L+AGTJ
. . .

7 1 4 2 3 5 6

elina made the food become delicious by using salt.

(R 67.2)

(R 67.3)

A further type of instrumental-subject verb remains unaccounted for in
this study:

1 2 3 4

R-10. anniya baLbaL inniya Lolay koani:sababo
r+AC I

. . 0-011JJ PSI

4 1 . 3 '2- -2

This medicine made the child toss and turn.

(R 102.1)

The causative rule proposed above differs from the others proposed for
Amis and Bunun in that the AGT of the non-causative corresponds to DAT
instead of BEN. This is allowed because Rukai does not allow ditransitive
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verbs to be causativized, so there is no danger of getting two DAT's in
one case frame. It is necessary because of an example in which DAT and
BEN cooccur with a causative verb:

I 2 3 4 5 6 7

R-11. ku maLioa ?a-tu-a-ba-baas ki dulay inia kinsas sa guuo
14-NU 1

LfAGTJ

pi-AC 1 .14,AC 1

1.+DATi L+BENJ

r+AC 1

l+OBJJ

(Li 1973:4.3.3.7)

1 2 6 3 7 4 6

Ualinga made Dulay cook some beef soup for the police.

If this sort of thing is generally_ possible in other languages, of
course, my AGT / BEN analysis will have to be revised.

Once a new causative verb has been derived, it carries over
its old case frames, but it may possibly add new actants. For example,
?aeak 'break' as an intransitive verb does not allow an instrument, but
as a causative, it does:

R-12. to-Dlsa kay maioDao ii Lolly ?a?Reak a s beibal inia roilay (R139)
[-fin] 1-4.143:1 1 [

IJAGT.1

-fin] rI
1:+INS] 11

Togither the oia an and the bgy brke the bawl Jth a baloboo.

This is handled automatically: the new lexical entry is subject to all
the usual subcategorization and redundancy rules. One of them predicts
that every verb which takes an AGT also allows an INS. Since the verb
has taken on an AGT in the process of causativization, it picks up an
INS as a fringe benefit.

5.0 SAISIYAT

5.1 The Saisiyat dialect I studied is spoken in Wu-feng, in Hsin-
chu Prefecture. The Saisiyat community there is quite small, I believe,
and apparently all the Saisiyats there normally speak Atayal or Chinese
in daily conversation. I had three informants, but only one seemed to
have a solid and fluent control of the language, with most of the phono-
logical features I had been led to expect on the basis of Tsuchida's
report on Saisiyat phonology (Tsuchida 1964). His name was lahOsg emew,
Chu Chen-chang, about 79 years old. He was intelligent, interested, and
helpful. Unfortunately, since he spoke almost no Aandarin and my Japa-
nese was equally bad, we had to communicate via a Chinese-Atayal inter-
preter, which both of us found frustrating. The fact that the question:;
were being asked in Atayal might be thought to have contributed to the
Atayal look of the structures I elicited, but I did as much cross-check-
ing as possible, and found the informant's responses to be consistent
and to match the sample of text given by Tsuchida reasonably well. I

work only about ten hours with this informant.
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5.2 SaisiAA might be considered a V 0 S language., and in intran-
sitive sentences, the subject usually follows the verb. However, in
some intransitives and probably all transitive sentences, a full NP sub-
ject is topicalized to pre-verb position. Since this happens almost
without exception, this construction type is the unmarked one, and it
could be legitimately claimed that Saisiyat is rather a S V (0)- V S
language. This situation can no doubt be traced to the fact that like
Atayal and unlike the other languages discussed so far, Saisiyat has no
formal marking to diatinguish WE from AC in nouns. As in the other
languages, the negative element is the main verb of sentences in which
it occurs.

There are no clitic pronouns in Saisiyat, only free-form pro-
nouns with the same privileges of occurrence as full NP's. There is a
distinction in form between WU, AC, and G pronouns, so as one might ex-
pect, pronominal subjects are more able to follow the verb than full
NP'e, even in transitive sentences. Imperatives are active rather
than passive. There is a distinction made in OU and AC between personal
and non-personal nouns. Demonstratives may precede or follow the noun.

5.3 Saisiyat employs the following case forms, case relations,
and case markers:

a) case relations

AGT, BEiI, CCU, DAT, INS, LOC, EAN, O1 J, TIii

b)- case forms

WM, AC, G, L, I, C,

c) case markers

NI:, AC: Ica [-pars], hi ppersh 0

G: ni

L: mina [ +src] w/LOC, kah w/DAT

I: no, noka

C: ki

na

The following formrelation combinations are attostod;

MI AC G L I C it

AGT X X X
BEN X X X
CON XDATXXXX X
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ACGLICU
INS X X X X
LOC X X
MAN X A,, X
OBJ X X X X
TIli X

REST COPY AVARABLE

5.4 Saisiyat verbs have the usual active-passive distinction we have
seen with Amis, Lunun, and Rukai. However, I have not noted even the
vestigial kind of arrived instrumental and locational nominalizations
found in, say, Lunun. This way be due partly to the fact that in Saisiyat,
I wasn't particularly looking for them, whereas in Bunun I was. There are
intransitive verbs and a process for deriving transitive verbs from them
which is distinct from causativization, just as in Amis. However, these
intransitives do not have the properties of ergative verbs, and thus it
seems Saisiyat is a purely accusative language.

5.5 Syntactic causatives can use the main Verb tomroa 'tell, urge'
or kosa 'tell, say' or both:

1 2 4 5
S-1. ivan tomrog ka korori [ komeLim ka tatara ]s (S111)

r+ial 1 [+fin] (+AC 1 [-fin] r+AC 1
1.1.AGTJ 1.40B.Ti VOBJJ

Ivin hid the child seek the chicken. .

1 2 5 6 7
ivantatini tomrog ka koriOrig komosa [ sa? ila pakakevi?ir Ti ivan ]s

[4+ANIGIT}

[4.fin] ritj] [4.impj [-fin] [4.0 1

+CONJ

5 7 8 9 (S143.1)

The old m'all urged the chid to go argue with Ivan.

S-3. tat:Li koLsa L? itah pakakgvi?ir L. korkOrio ti ivan (S143)

ril [4fin] [4.imp] [-fin] RAT)
4.AGTJ [4.4.0 C011]

The oliiI-gn made the child argue with II3an.

S-4. komAsa [ ss? ila ]s ki i14an [ pakakgvi?ir PA kork7orig ]s (S141)

[tAT] f .41.CCOIJ

T. t.id Ivia'n to io argue with the child.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
S-5. Lorkorig kosa?on ni oya? [ sa pg?rim ray helapaw ]s (S118.1)

riAl 1 +pass ] 1.44 1

4.OBJJ 1.4.A.GTJ

r+AC 1

1.110Ci

The child i; told by the mother to go sleep in the dd.
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S -1 is a normal complement structure. S-2 is similar in structure, ex-
cept for the k-om-osa 'say', which is probably acting as a quote comple-
mentizer here. Compare for example the following sentences

S-7. mar?gi?Adim yaa2ko [ kom3osa [ri4m?an ?a5m ?ima6rdaw ]S ]S (S103)

[ +fin] Rim f4AC I

14DATj L4OBJJ

1
I think tha3t the weather will be ciLr tomorrow.

This phenomenon is common in other languages as dell, for example Rukai,
Dravidian (Rama Rao 1972:135-154), Thai (Kullavanijaya 1974), and Sora
(Starosta 1967). S-3 and S-4 have the quote verb as the main verb. I

suspect the gloss in 8-3 may be wrong, since if it is correct, the con-
stituent structure seems impossible to sort out without postulating dis-
continuous constituents. S-5 is the passive form of the quote verb.

5.6 Saisiyat has several prefixes that sser associated with the
Austronesian causative prefix p17, including pa, pg- (or pm-). pa?-,
pak-, pae-pas-, and possibly paka-, and several that seem independent of
it: ka-, and -anni. One word prefixed with pae -pas and two with pak-
are glossed as 'wants to':

S-8. vaii? paekaykayzgh hi ivan (S152a)
.14iii 1 r4AC

14.AGTj 1408Jj

The old man wants to make Ivan goo2d.

S-9. vaki? paekaykiyzgh ii i4an
f +NH 1 f+C 1

L4UBJJ ti.COMj

The oid ;la wants to make 4-with Ivan.

(S152b)

The first of these is a true causative, but the second is still intran-
sitive, and could be a case of accidental homonymy.

4
S-10. kodorio pa2 k-raL3am ma-naazip (S136)

+1111 imc 1
l+DAT] 1408JI

The child mats to study fithing.

1 3 4
S-11. vaki pa2k-hayza ka rayhil ka kor5korio

1.4411i AC 1 +AC 1

L4AGT] 1

P f

L4OBJJ L4DAIJ

The oid go wants the child to Ave money.

(S130.1)
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pak-hayza is a causativized existential verb. Since there is an extra ac-
taut added to the case frame, this would seem to be a true causative.

pak-raLam on the other hand has exactly the same case frame as raLam
'know', so can't be considered a causative, especially since it does not
seem to have an AGT or INS subject. Since I have no way of relating
this desiderative meaning to causatives, I will have to provisionally
assume homophonous desideratives pal:- and 2.0,..pas-.

Saisiyat causatives are irregular and unproductive. The active
examples I have fit the derivation rule established for Rukai. They are
derived from active verbs. It seems causatives cannot be derived direct-
ly from statives, but require some intermediate stage in which a process
verb is derived from the stative. One possible difference is that it may
be possible to derive causatives from dltransitive verbs, something that
can't be done in Rukai. (See below) The following sentences are examples
of causatives derived from verbs with OBJ, DAT, and AGT subjects:

1.111-OBJ

S-12. kahe1ya? minaiawk i4a ratom

1+111i

LOBJJ

Yeste1rday the water boiled.

S-13. kOko pi?-inakiwk ka ratom
14.HH 1 fAC 1
14.AGTj IJOBJj

- -1 - -
The old woman made the water bo3il more.

Nil -DAT (active and passive)

S-14. korkor1io kom2ita? ka siva3ri?
4AN[ 1

+DATJ

1.1.AC

11.0BJ

The child saw a snake.

1
S-15. somay Lita2

3
?+n ni ivan

14.144 [ +pass] f4G

IJOBJJ WATJ
1 2- -2 3

The bear was seen by Iva4n.

2 4
S-16. Ivan pa-ki3ta? [ ka korkorio he ko6ko ] ka vaa7La?

riNq I rau ('SACsi

L4AGT -passj

('SAC

L+i)AT MIC3J]

(S69.1)

(S127)

(S98)

(S134)

(S133.3)

1 - -
Ivan le2t the children and the old woman see the river.
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S-17. koko koriorio pt-kiia?-gn ka soLy
rrifil r+c 1 f+causl

[4+10tBJ]i+DAT.1 i+CONJ i+passj

The old woman and the child were made to see the bear.

IZI-AGT1*

(S133)

1 2 3 4 5

S-18. vaki? s-om-l?al noka rime? ka ayeLa
r+aj

AGIT] L+INSJ L+OBJJ

1- -1 2 5 3 5

The old man ate the pork with his hand.
1 2 3 4 5

S-19. oya? pg-sigl ka gyam ka korkorig
[+Ma 1 r+AC 1 r+AC

+AGT.1 L+OBJJ L+DENJ

1 2 5 3 4

The mother made the child eat pork.

(S 31.1)

(S 115)

In the paserc ..ausatives (cf. S-17), the subject is not necessarily the OBJ,
but rather the same case as the subject of the active source verb. This is
difficult to formalize unless we assume, as in Amis and Bunun, that causative
passives are derived dirActly from active non-causatives by a separate
causative passive rule. Thus we have one rule similar to the Rukai rule
for active causatives, and one similar to the Bunun rule for passive
causatives. This is also the situation in Amis.

I was able to elicit a form which was glossed like a causativi-
zed ditransitive verb:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

S-20. vaki? korkorio hini rasav rarayhil vorayanni hi ivan
r+1411 1 r+AC 1 r+AC +AC
i+AGTJ L+BENj L+OBJ1j i

r+DATj 1

1- -1 6- 2 -6 7 4 5

The old man had the child give Ivan five dollars.

(S 108.1)

Howt:ver, this is suspicious because of the stacked-up topics and 'the sup-
posed causative morpheme -anni on the verb vora 'give; this -anni does
not appear with other causatives, and seems to be identical with the
imperative;

1 2 3 4

S-21. rasev rarihil voray-anni hi ivan
r+AC r+AC 1

L+08.11 L+DAll

3 1 2 4

Give five rubles to Ivan!

(S 108)
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This may be the same situation found when I attempted to elicit a
causative version of 'give' in Rukai (R-4): I got an imperative followed
by a quote morpheme amia, acting possibly as a single word. Conceivably,
this -anni is also at least historically a quote verb.

I have noted that Saisiyat has a separate process of.transiti-
vization. It is similar to causativization syntactically, since it adds
an actant to the case frame. however, if both processes apply to the
same intransitive verb root, the result is two contrasting forms:

1 2 3

S-22. 1 -om -aliw talkar lalioos

r+AC 1 r+NII

I+TIUJ L+OBJj

1- -1 2 3- ,3
During an earthquake, the table may move.

1 2 3

S-23. koko 1-im-aliois ka talkar
1+Nil r+AC

1.+AGT L+OBJj

1- -1 2 3

The old woman moved the table.

1 2

S-24. korkorig pa -1gliois ka wa].isan
(+NU 1 +CAUS +AC

L+AGT/INSI L+OBJ

(S 43)

(S 44)

(S 123)

1 2- -2

The child bumped into the wild pig and it ran away.

In the transitive sentence (S-23), a motion that happens spontaneously
becomes one tht is induced by an outside AGT. In the causative, spon-
taneous action is triggered by an outside AGT, thus explaining the ex-
ample and the gloss. (Even though 'child' is animate, it is possible
that the child might be an INS in S-24, especially if his ac:ion was not
intentional.)

In Saisiyat, main verb 'manner adverbials' can be ce-.ed via
causativization:

1 2

S25. kayzgh (so ?o)

L+OBJJ

2 1- -1

(You) be good!

(S 131)
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S-26. 2

paa9-haykayda? mar?gOadim

2 1 1

Think well / carefully! (Compare S-3, S-9)

(S 138)

This same thing happens in Fijian (Shoji 1973), although I'm not sure if
the resultant forms are syntactically main verbs.

No obvious conditioning has been found for the different
forms of the causative prefix, possibly because of my very imperfect

knowledge of Saisiyat phonology.

6.0 SEEDIQ

6.1 The Seediq I studied was the Taroko dialect as spoken in
Bsioan (Fu-shih, Hsiu-lin, Hualien Prefecture), at the mouth of Taroko

Gorge on the East Coast of Taiwan. Ny data were collected during seven-
teen hours while I was acting as an assistant to Professor Lawrence Reid,
and eight hours of my own elicitation. Our informants were Rev. Chin-

ch'eng Wu and his relative, Ur. Wen- Chang Wu (Kato Laosing)
The latter, an evangelist about twenty years old, was my informant during
the eight hours' elicitation I conducted on my own. He was very able
and enthusiastic, and was able to point out some of the differences
between natural Seediq and the 'King James' dialect that he used in his
preaching. I have also consulted the grammatical section of Asai's
study of the paran and mow dialects Wei 1953), but have not studied
the accompanying texts to any degree.

6.2 Although it allows preposed topicalized subjects, the Seediq

I studied is strongly V 0 S in basic word order. It has verbal negative
elements, like the other Formosan languages, and has a very well developed
system of free and clitic pronouns differentiated for NH, AC, and G case

forms. Imperatives are active rather than passive. There is no personal

/ non-personal distinction in nouns. Demonstrative determiners can be
derived as progessive main verb 'auxiliaries'. This is also true of
Atayal (Egerod 1966 :348) and probably Poyoma (Sprenger 1972:136) and

Rukai. Most Formosan languages can use a form of 'go' as a main verb
'auxiliary', but Seediq has developed a kind of adversative passive con-
struction in which a sentence is embedded under a past form of 'go',

waada:

1 2

Q-1. waada ook-on ]
[ +fin] f-fin 1 S

Vpassi

3 4

ka iidaw da
1-1.114

1.+OBJj

The rice got eaten, 4 st completion

Compare its use as a full motion verb:

(Q 102)
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[biniion b000a laaqi-an] ka Louden Ira?a o? waada bsioan da (Q 3J2)

Nig [+fin]f+AC 1

L+OBJJ 1.-FLOC)
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2 3 4 5 6 6 8 9

5 4- -4 l- -1- 3 -1 2- -2 6-

That old man to whom the child gave the sweet-potato, he has

-6 8 9

gone to Fu-shih already.

6.3 Seediq employs the following case' relations, case forms,

and case markers:

a) case relations
AGT, BEN, COM, DAT, INS, LOC, OBJ, TIM

b) case forms
NM, AC, G, L, C

c) case markers
NU: scAtence-final, normally with ka, or topicalized;

pronouns
AC: post-verbal, optional ka for contrastive emphasis

only, rather like Japanese 41.a

G : pronouns
L pa'ah, kwnwdalah (Asai p. 57), [ +src]; gooLi

[+gol], pronouns

As Asai notes (1953:46), AC and NU pronouns are distinct from each other

in only a few forms. He suggest that NU pronouns may replace G pronouns

for emphasis (p. 45). From his examples, and from my own inquiry, I

could rather say that [+AC, +OBJ] refers to an OBJ as a whole, while

[+G, +OBJ] has rather a partitive meaning. This use of G is also found

in Tsou, and is in fact common in languages such as Russian (Jakobson

1936:257). The uses of G with negatives in Tsou and Seediq and verbs of

similarity in Seediq (Asai p.,45) both have their counterparts in Russian

'genitive of negation' and 'genitive of similarity' respectively.

The contrastive use of ka can function with subjects or

objects, though it is much more common on subjects. An example of the

contrast in the subject position is:

1 2

Q-3. maaLok sainaw

rwei
1.1.01JJ

2 1

The atan is good.

(Q 51)
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Q-4. 1 2

maaLok ka sknaw
1+NN:

L +OBJ

2 1

All men are good (and all girls are bad).

The following form-relation combinations occur in my data:

NU AC G

+src +gol

AGT X
BEN X
COH
DAT X
INS X
LOC X
OBJ X
TIU

X pro

X X

A

X

(Q 52)

6.4 Like the other Formosan languages, Seediq has an active-pas-
sive distinction, as illustrated in the following examples:

1 2 3 4

Q-5. qaminita ko (ka) boosi yooji
1+11i 1 I+AC 1
L+DATj L+OBJj

2 1 4 3

I saw Yoji's hat.

1 2 3 4
Q-6. qinta?an mo ka boosi yooji

[+pass]rG 1 .

+DATj L+OBJ

4 3 1- -1 2

Yoji's hat was seen by me.

1 2 3 4

Q-7. smiipaq tijima hello ka yooji
[-pass] SAC 1 r+AC 1 pHill

1.4.rasji.+OBJJ 1.+AGTJ

4 1 3 2

Yogi hit the dog with a bamboo.

1 2 3 4

. pagan mo t+jima kehaolio
[+passI+G 1 1+AC 1 [Vali 1

AG1J +Iusj +OBJj

4 1- -1 3 2

The dog vas 1.14.t with a bamboo by me.

(Q 314)

(Q 316)

(Q 173.1)

(Q 173)
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The subject of Loth active and passive sentences comes sentence-final,
except that clitic pronouns follow the verb immediately. The agent (or
experiencer dative) in a passive sentence follows the verb immediately.
If it is a pronoun (as in Q-6 and Q-8 above), it is in the G case form,
otherwise inAC. There is a distinction in Seediq between neutral and
potential sentences, for example:

Q-9. minikan bgga ka bady
ruc HMI 1
L+OBJJ 11.AGT.I

The pig ale the sweet-2potato

Q-10. mean bgga ka bly

[:(IU

The pig can eat sweet-2 potatoes

Q-11. ka1to o? mkan ka boo3ga

1.1-NM 1 rAC ]
vatim +OBJ

1 - - -
Kato is used to eating / able to eat sweet-3potatoes.

(Q124)

(Q123)

(Q94)

I am not prepared to make a strong statement about whether or
not Philippine-style locative or intrumental 'fool.' exist in Seediq.
My impression is that they do not, but rather that again there are just
a large number of nominalization types, some of which can be used as
predicates of equational sentences. For_example, we could set up.a

!paradigm' of fornm.for'38611',,as follows:

AF y-km-baaLi
OF yi-bthLiig-on

RF xi-b+leeg-an

However, while the 'AF' and 'OF' forme are verbal in their syntax, all
my examples of the so-called 'RF' form are clearly ordinary common nouns;

Verbs

1 2 3
Q-l2. looden ni?i o?

14.1,U 1

1.4AGTJ

As igr this

vimba4aLi
[-pass]

7
baa5

6
boy na sayag

14AC RAC
L+OBJJ L+TIMJ

1

he's selling hls pigs now.

(Q248)

3 4 5 6
Q-13. nbi vibiiiigon looden ya?a sayag ka baaboy nin (Q250)

(+fin] [+pass] p.m 1 11.1m

LiAGTJ L+OBJ

1 4 3-
The7se pigs are to se sold by that old ma3n now.
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Nouns

1 2 5
Q -14. binaaLi mo vElAieegan hlya (La baaboy ni?i) (Q229)

[4.pass]r
4.AGT

RAC 1
LILOCI

pou 1
LI.OBJ

This marLt is where I bought (this pig). [Possibly the demon-
strative hiya accounts for the emphasis of the gloss]

1 2 3 5 6 7
Q-15. meosa [ maaLi baaboy ]s All-Lavin hiya ka London va?a (Q226)

[-OM
1

1..:0C1

NFL 1
L-AGTj

-AC

GG

That ol.d TaL is abkt to E,1) to the market to buy a pig.

Q-16e b+lligon loOden yibiliison ka tatiboy raga
[4.pass]

Zr]
14.1411 1

LI.OBJJ

2- - 1-
Tha3t old man wants to sell the piss to the market.

1 3
Q-17. vlbileegmliya o? ca.

1.+AGT1

4 5 6
skabaaLi baabuy qooLi.loo7don

[4MOCBJ1 +gol

This market is selling to thit old man.

Q-18. bin/llison lociden ka yRAliison
[4.pass] +Ac t MJ]]JACTJ

The maLet 1; bought by the old man.

(Q299)

va8?a (Q223)

(Q232)

however, the verbal morphology of Beediq is quite elaborate and complex, so
I would like to defer to the forthcoming work on Seediq by Lawrence Reid to
provide the answer to the question of focus in this language.

6.5 I have recorded no examples of syntactic causative constructions
in Scediq.

6.6 Scediq has several processes for deriving verbs from nouns. This
is most commonly effected through an m- prefix or -m- infix, which accord-
ing to iisai (1953;26-7) are related to the *IN ma- prefix and -um- infix re-
spectively. Of interest for the purposes of this paper, however, is the
form wiliola 'hunt with dogs', derived by causativization from hwlio 'dog'
(Asai 1953.24) . This prefix looks like the Austronesian causative prefix,
although it is not one of the refle%es listed by Asai on pp. 23-24. This
form has an exact parallel in Tsou (Tung 1964:192), 2pa-av?u 'hunt with
dogs' from av?u 'dog' (ab% according to Tunc). Tile parallel example in
Seediq suggests that either both these forms are verbs derived from nouns
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for 'dog', or else that the words for 'doe,in both languages are derived
from verbs meaning perhaps something like 'pursue'. The former,solution
may be mre likely, first because it is common for verbs to be derived
from nouns with a causative morpheme (cf. Starosta 1971c.201), and second,
because if poa-av?u in Tsou had been derived from a verb by the usual
Tsou causation rule, it should have come out passive, whereas as Tung
notes, this word is exceptional in being in active voice. Thus I assume
there must be a separate process forming causative verbs directly from

nouns, though I have too few examples to attempt to formalize it here.

As a group, Asai's punk- causatives are stative or DAT-subject
verbs. His analysis of pwkita 'to cause to see' as (p. 36) is
based on a comparison with mita 'to see' instead of kite 'seeing, sight'
which he also lists (the form in Bsiqan has g. instead of k).. The same
false analogy may have been made in pwk-wdws 'return.tolife and lawdws
'to live'. His other pwk- forms can all be analyzed as having picw.-
rather than 2217 prefixed. One of them is attested in my.-data:

di OQ-19. lolden i° n?i o? mifta? piki-maLo minZaLox s (091a)
Faa
i+AGTJ

This old dogtor will hie your illness.

Q-20. saRlioh ni?i o? mina? pikimaaLo minaaLox so (Q291b)

FWA 1
i+INSi

This medicine will cure your illness.

Compare:

1 2 3 4 5 G 7

Q-21. Loodon ni?i o? mika? maaLo ka minaaLox na
[VIP 1 fc r,, i
+DEW IJOBJJ

3 -3 3 1- -1 7 6 4 5- -5
As for this old man, his illness will get better.

(Q291.1)

Since this form only occurs in my data with a stative verb, it may be a
construction of the type found in Rukai, and be analyzable as a 2±- caus-
ative prefix attached to a ki- inchoative.

Below are example of Scodiq causatives with OW, DAT, and AGT
subjects for their source verbs:

Lai-0-10

Q-22. mohkel 'dead' (elicited out of contelA, no example) (Q167)

Q-23. A poo4oil bahy ha saw/ (Q167)

WC 1 Nr.:1
I4OBJJ LIATV.1

The ;Au lo killin3 a
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U11 -DAT

2 6
Q-24. kila1?on mo [ sl?idiq baa4lay ka owa?a

5
ga ] (Q1014 .

[4.pass]r+G 1 Rbril 1
1.+DATJ 1408Jj

i knOw that tl giL is velry beautiful. Note that !Chat%
'complete person; beautiful' seems to be the source of dill name

of the whole group and their language; as an example of modesty
of autonomenclature, it is equaled only by 'Great Britain'.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 , 10
Q-25. pikila? kinnan ha yooji [ uaada no bkLeegon ka buuOa soo daJ m+ssa

f+AC 1 Fiiii 1 r4AC 1

LiDATJ 1.1.AGTj 1,40DJJ (Q231) .

3 sl 2 10 9 6 0
,

7
Yoji imormed me (saying) "1 Ave already bought your sweet-..
potatoes'

(note again the use of a postposed verb of saying as a complementizer, .

As in Rukai 4.5 and.Saisiyat 5.5)

NM-AG T

Q-26. misailo qhouni tili?loen (Q195.1)
F4AC 1

14. OBJJ

- -1
. . . .will mike a wooden cha3ir. (Judging by other examples,

this may rather be ". . . . will make a chair out of wood")

Q-27. psilhon na tilbioen qhouni ha Auden ha yogji (Q207.2)
[4pass] f4a Rya ikril

L+AGTJ L+011JJ 14BEN I l*AGT;1

1- _ 4
Yoji made the o d pe5rson make a wooden cha3ir.

This is a strange sentence in that it appears to have two subjects.
Since the verb is passive, we would expect on the basis of what we have
observed in the other languages that 'the old man' would be the gram-
matical subject. However, 'Yooji' is in the subject position, and was
in fact described by the informant as the subject of the sentence. He

characterized the following variant with 'Yooji' in the normal position
for pensive agents as 91'.ot too pretty':

Q-28. psilo?on yooji t4110+0011 qhouni ha Modell (Q207.1)

The old man will be made to make a wooden chair by Yooji.

The version Q-27 may in fact be a de- .topicalized version of the follow-
ing perfectly normal topicalized equational, which was the first of the
three elicited:

Q-2). yooji psilo?on na t111?ioon qhouni ka louden (0;207)
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The old man will be caused to make a chair by Yoji.

This is of course very close to the general form proposed by Stevens for
Austronesian indirect action causatives. A gloss more it accord w-Ith
its grammatical structure might be, As for Yoji, the old man will be
made to make a wooden chair by him."

In both Saiciyat and Seediq, the word for 'argue, fight'
sees to be basically an intransitive 'reciprocal' verb (cf. Wilson 1972:
176-200), with either a conjoined or plural OBJ subject, or an OBJ sub-
ject with a C -COii actaat:

Q-30. adeu miLihkan diha yogji (Q175.2a)

14NR 1 rk
140LJj 1.1Calj

-- 3
The old man ha3s fought with Yo5ji (both equal participants in

the combat; note that diha also means 'two')

2 3 4
Q-31. kinkan yacuo Loodon ga?a (Q275)

L

1H11 p.m
JOBJj 14.0BJJ

1- 1.
Yo2u (plural) go fight with tha4t oie wan! ('Hlera 'you' in-

cludes in its reference the old man as well as the
addressee).

I am not sure how to analyse Q-31, but since the twc actants are core-
ferential in the sets° that 'old man' is included in 'you', I have as-
signed then the same case relation, thus producin6 a kind of reflexive

analysis (cf. Starosta 1973).

This verb in both Saisiyat and Seediq can. be recategorized
as an agentive transitive, with a shift in meaning; instead of the
battle being joined by mutual inclination, it is conceived of as being
initiated by the AGThand directed toward the OW:

Q-32. Lohn g? man 34;0j:. (Q175.2b)

i+AGTj -FOJ]

The old dn w 1l fight YOji.

The enpression for 'argue' is 'fight with uords':

Q-33. Lodln g? kaftLi ditia 1aqi (Q177)

+I'in

C +OBJJ

r.IAc r14.1

L4ILsi t+COlij

The da rlan ahLd wiih the chlidren (kaaLi = 'words')
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Q-34. mihlhon kaati ha Loden L lagi (Q176)
4AC 1 1.4:

14IliSj L+OLJ j

3---
The cid man and the child qua1rr2eled.

The expression for 'argue' still has the character of a reciprocal verb,
occurring either with a comitative actant or a plural subject. ifote,
however,'that the phonological form of the verb has changed; this supports
the claim that derivation has taken place, creating a new lexical itaa
which is frae to undergo its own process of chance. Once this change has
taken place, the word kaaLi is no longer necessary to indicate the differ-
ence, and can be omitted.

1 2 4 5 6Q-35. m±nkxkhan ha louden ni laaqi va2a (Q204)
rom 1
l4OBJJ

2- - 1- -This old man and that child have argu1ed; this old man has
argued with that child.

The corresponding causative form is interesting because phonologically it
preserves the internal -h-, but it has the presumably derived meaning
quarrel' rather than the original meaning 'fight':

4 5
Q-36. yooI

2
ji o? p+Li3hhan loudon d+ha laa6qi (Q206)

FRE.1 1 [-pass] rAG I rC )

1+AGT 4013J 4C0i1

1 3- 4- -4 -3 5 . ,6Yoji uaue the old person quarrel with the child.

l'
2 3 4 5Q-37. pihinhan louden ni laaqi ha yooji

[-pass] Ac 1 -1.n1C14013JJ t4AGTJ

Ygji mine the old man and the child quaiiel.

2 3 4 5 6 7Q-3U. pinikihk6n yoiiji ha loudon (ya?a) ni laaqi nin (Q203)
[4.pass] rmc 1 Nil; 1

IJAGTJ 14.0b.lj

4 37. -3 5 7 6 1- -1T -1 2That old man and this child were made to quarrel by Yooji.

(Q205.1)

The discrepancy can be explained if we assume something Bice the follow-
ing historical order of derivation:
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m-kan
'fight'

agentive
tranistive
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m+-k+hkan
'fignt with'

intransitive

8T COPY ANAWLE

miccihkan kaaLi

quarrel'

*m+k+k,an kaaLi

kaaLi *minkillan LaaL:t

ninkikkan

*pi-kihkan kaaLi
'cause to quarrel'

pikihkan

Then the causative form was thrlred after the creation of 'quarrel', but
before the subsequent phonological change in the new item. Since no
parallel homophonous form was derived from 'fight', it was free to drop
the requirement for the cooccurrence of kaaLi without danger of ambiguity.

To e::plain m+-kikan kaaLi and m±nkikkan, we might then suppose!
1) that h assimilated to the following k, 2) the perfect form *minkikkan
kaaLi was derived, subsequently dropping kaaLi because there was no dan-
ger of ambiguity; then 3) the Itk cluster simplified in the past form only,
which by this analysis was a separate lexical item. Perhaps here the
kaaLi could not be dropped beacuse the form was getting too similar to a
reduplicated form of the transitive verb m-kan.

An alternate nxplanation for this whole pattern that most read-
ers might find more acceptable, of course, is that my transcription was
inaccurate. However, when these forms showed up in more than one example
they were recorded consistently. Certainly wore investigation of the
phonological history of Seeeiq is required to make such explanations
very credible.

On the basis of the evidence above, we might assume that Seediq
is like Amis and Saisiyat in having two causative derivation rules. They
would have different conditions of application, however; one would oper
ate only on DAT-subject and (intransitive) OBJ-subject verbs, that is on

non-agentive verbs, and the other would operate only on AGT-subject verbs,
and derive only passive causatives, while the former would derive active

verbs

Q-40, 41111

,SLAT

+ &MTh
ari

-stative?

-passive

4.1iii

+ c+AGT?

it los
.,
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KZ:

41AGT + +Mai

1411C
-t4DATi 4(rAGT])

jpassive
.-passive_

One unusual form that may be mentioned finally is ?aaaal 'cause to take',
compared with maaaal 'take', infinitive aar)al (no glottal stop initial),
(Q65). This is a erfectly good Tarumak Rukai derivation, but seems quite
foreign to Seediq. I have no explanation to offer, unless I inadvertantly
punch a hole in the wrong place on the card.

As indicated by the left side of Q-41, I was unable to causati-
vize the ditransitive bilray bici 'give'.

I have too little data to see if there is any kind of phonolo-
gical conditioning for the choice of allomorph of the causative prefix
for a given verb. Very generally, the distribution seems to be:

p- or pi- /
s

po- / ho
pa- or pi- elsewhere

7.0 TSOU

7.1 Uy most recent field work on Tsou was a week spent in Tapaau
(Ta-pang, Wu-feng, Chia-yi Prefecture), during the summer of 1972. During
that period I had about fifteen hours' elicitation time with Ur. Ueou
Easiuou (An Chen-chiang), about 35, the vice-principal of a primary school
in the area. hr. An is an intelligent, careful, and helpful informant,
and pleasant to work with. He was also ray informant during five months'

previous work on Tsou in 1964-65, and was ',.ung T'ungho's interpreter and
one of his informants. This makes Ur. An the moot experienced Thou infor-
mants on Earth, and the. speaker of Standard Tsou. I have also referred to
Tung Tung -ho's description of Tsou (Tung 1964). This is an excellent
study - accurate; compreitensive, careful, thorough, and in some ways very
insightful. One night say that the syntactic analysis almost approaches
the case grammar framework, though I am sure Tuag would not have appreci-
ated the comparison. In working with Tung's material (which should be on
display for the conference), a reader may wish to refer to my review
(Starosta 1969) , which contains among other things a list of Tung's terms
and some more conventional equivalents. Tung's book is an extremely rich
soune of material on Tsou, and in this paper I have barely begun to make
use of the material available, especially the 195 pages of accurately
transcribed and literally glossed texts from the three dialects.

In this paper, I have used Tung's orthography, partly because
I am accustomed to it and now find it convenient and natural, and partly
because this may facilitate the work of those who would like to refer to
both.
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7.2 Tsou is a rather unusual language by Formosan standards, though
I now find it not as strange as I had formerly tnought. It is a V 0 S
language, with negative elements acting as verbs. Preposini, of subjecto,
title, location, etc., is quite free. Tsou has a highly developee system
of 'auxiliary' verbs, each of them acting as the main verb of its clause.
Since Tsou is c. verb-initial language, it is suite common to have a se-
ries of such auxiliaries beginning a sentence, for example (Tung 1964:
368) .

C23,...f .,...

V UP Ac6

,
..S

II

,/ %,.
S

-''°' `'.,
V ...-;..S.---.....,s

.....---'
up\r- W3 DPA ".

N NP W DP 1; Ad j ,r

1,
L.,

5 11 W

142 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 13
i he cu e&eza ucfa teehuna senca no -:ad9zu no iimdcu na nia eapse manana

11 4 5 7 13 14
The Iimutsu likewise intended to stab ancient Lapse Uuknana

with the lan9ces toge6ther.

Most Tsou sentences occur with at least one auxiliary, a e-called
'beginner' (Tung 1964;58), and as these beginners must be grammati-
cally the highest main verb, they are never preceded by another verb.

Tsou does have clitic pronouns, and these always immediately follow
the main verb, which is in almost all cases the 'beginner' (cf. 2 =
he 'they' in C-1 above). The elide system is unusual for Formosan
Language i4 that the pronominal clitics invariably refer to the
highest case in the accusative subject choice hierarchy, regardless
of whether the sentence is active or passive, thus a post-beginner
clitic pronoun in an active or passive agentive sentence, such as
he in C-1; refers to the AGT; it refers to the DAT with dative verbs
IThe 'see', active aid passive, and to the 011J with intransitive
sentences. Free full-form pronouns on the other hand always and
only correspond to tn3 OBJ, (or nonsubject DAT or DEN in an agen-
tive sentence); and thus can be coreferential to the clitic pronoun

only in intransitive sentences. This system differs from pronoun

systems in other. languages I have investigated in this study, since
pronoun occurrence depends on case relation in Tsou, whereas it
depends on case form in the other Formosan languages.

Imperatives are in the passive voice, as in some of the
other languages, there is no personal / non-personal noun distinction.
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7.3 Tsou makes use of the follouing case forms, case relations,
and case mariters.

a) case relations

AGIT, BEN, CON, DAT, INS, LOC, NAN, OBJ, TIN

b) case forms

LZI, AC, G, L, C

c) case markers

UN: e, si, ta, o, na, co
AC: ta, to, nee
G: no, ci
L: ne
C: ho

The case markers are subdivided according to definiteness, pro-
ximity, and visibility. Tsou also has douonstratives, but they usually
occur as pronouns, acting as the sole constituents of their ;X's, usual-
ly with a LOC case relation. As in Scediq, a non-subject OBJ in Tsou may
be either G or AC, dependins on definiteness or possibly partitiveness.
The following combinations occur in my data

iii AC G L C

AGT X
-
4). X

Kai .0.

..

X
COli X
DAT X ot

6,
X ?

TJS mi.
V
40.

'.

LO a
4.f.

C l. X X
NAN X
OLJ ,

.0. ...
v

.. X
TLi af.V

ZU

7.4 All Tsou auxiliaries and other verbs are either active or pas-
sive. This is particularly clear in the auxiliaries, especially the be-
ginners. These constitue two parallel sets of verbs, the active 'm-be-
ginners' and the passive 'uinus -m beginners' (Tung 1964:30. Historically,
they are probably connected with the verb 'go', wnich can act as a tense-
aspect auxiliary in other Vormosan languages as well as Palauaii. These
beginners are (Tung p. 54).

Active: mo, moso(uiso), ni, mio

Passive: 1, o, os) oh

Acitve/passive future; to, nte, nto, ta, tens, la, lea
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Tung rejects the use of the terms 'active' and 'passive' on methodological
grounds (Tsou is not an Indo-European language, so we should not use Indo-
European torus to Jescribe it), but they seem entirely appropriate to me
in the sense I have defined them in the introductory section.

Other verbs (except for intransitives) gener411y.have two or. more forma.

e characteristic of verb complements. in Tsou is that every verb iB always
in the-same voice as the-one undeteV7hith lie is embedded. (The few.excep-

tions noted by Tung are too complicated ttege into here). If a verb. has

two or -more 'voice modeseeene and Only one of the forms will be cobapatl.ble

with the-active. 'beginners' listed above'. and the' others will be

incompatible with the active beginners, but compatible with the
passive beginners. That is there is a clear binary distinction between
the voice modes of a verb. If we examine the syntactic properties, we
find that those compatible with active beginners are in fact grammati-
cally active, and noose their subjects according to the standard sub-
ject choice hierarchy of accusative language°. The other forms are pas-
sive, and select their subjects according to priorities that are marked
with respect to active sentences. Within the passives, we can distin-
guish the OBJ-subject: type (OF) , the DAT-LOC subject type (a), and the
benefactive-instrumental type (IF). These Philippine-style labels are
appropriate because Tsou comes closest of all the Formosan languages I
have personally examined to having a productive focus system. tie nay

even use the other symbol, AF, to refer to the active sentences, as
log g as it is thought of as 'active form' and not 'Agent focus', that
is, the subject of an AF sentence is the AGT only if the verb is agen-
tive and not if it is dative or intransitive. Thus AF is different
in kind front the other 'foci'; it is simply the unmarked verb form,
the active form with the normal active subject choice hierarchy. The
other forms group together into a passive set which is phonologically,
syntactically, and/or semantically marked with respect to the active
form, and they are quite appropriately referred to as passives.

7.5 Tsou does not seem to employ syntactic causatives, possibly
because it has such a flexible and productive morphological causative
formation systeu.

7.6 Verbs can be formed directly from nouns in Tsou by the addi-
tion of the usual causative prefix 20- (Tung 1964.192). The nouns
tend to be words designating a particular social function of the name
of a clan or village. An exception is poaav?u 'to hunt with dogs' from
av?u 'dog', unless being a dog is considered a social function. The
combination does seem to be a real causative formation, however, though
it is grammatically exceptional in being, active rather than passive,
and ie has an exace parallel in Seediq (6.6).

7.7 With one or two very rare exceptions (Tung 1964:1',)3), all
causative verbs in Tsou are grammatically passive. This is Clat led
Tung to consider them as just anoeher kind of inflected (focus) form.
they grouped with other passives in their cooccurrence with beginners
and their case relations with the actaats in a sentence. (Vor conveni-
ence and clarity, I will use my own terminology even when discussing

Tune's analysis. Any term that looks familiaror. conventional is pro-
bably not one of Tung's) . As examples of causatives, take the various
foes:;; forms of 'give' and their corresponding passives:
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L-2. 1 2 3 4 4 6

mo ?u cu mofi to peisu to mamespir)i
AF r+AC r+Ac

1.+AGT,I L+OBJJ 1404

2 4 6 4

I gave the woman the money.

(C 155)

I have no example of 'give' in OF except in a relative clause, however,
I will also give an example of the OF form of 'put', which is grammati
cally quite similar:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9

C-3. o [ i si fah./ ta o ko ] ci f?de na?no inafe
1+AC 1 OF f+AC 1 (OW)
i+A(A0 L+Dal

(C 53)

7 4 5 8 9

The sweet-potato given to the child is very delicious.

1 2 3

C-10. to c?u la spa ta china ina ta/hi
OF r+AC 1 1+1111 I

L+LOCJ L+OBJJ

1 3 2- -2

Put the compost in the rice field!

(Tung: 412)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

C-5. ine hucma i si fii to VD goo en to mo mamtoi io mo oko (C 1.1)

t+AG+AC1RF r+Ae 1 t+AC 1 r+.61

L' L+OBJJ L+AGTJ I+DATJ

1-2 8- -3 5 9 6 7

Yesterday the old man gave the child five dollars.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C-G. ahbva si eobakndni no doa na s?of4si no tatioAeu
r 1r+Ac 1 Iv r+G Fai1

1+AGTJ L+ODJJ L+INSJ

(Tung: 270)

2 1 3 4 6 5 7

He suddenly beat the ground with his stick of Taungadt.

Since 'give' does not have an IF form, I have provided a form from
'strike' for comparison. With IF, an agent is expresoible only as a
clitic with the beginner (2) or possibly as the possessor attribute of
the instrument (7).

The corresponding causatives are as follos;

From AF
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5 6 7

C-7. te ko n?a poamofi to mam4oi to peisd o amoo su
ri:Aaf+AC 1 f.:+pass] r+AC 1 rmc I

1.+AGTI IF I+DATJ 1+01111 1.+1;liWj

2 3- 7 6 -3

(C 97)

5 4- -4
(You) tell your fatUer to give the money to tne old man!

1 2

CU. i si poamofCa

1

+Ac [ +pass]

+AGT.1 IF

From OF

3

ta mata4oi

AGT

3- -3 2- 6

4 5 6

to peisu o oko su
r+AC 1 r+1111 1

I+OBJ! i+BE141

5 -2 4

The old man told your child to bring the uonoy.

(C 105)

1 2 3 4 5 6

C-9. te ko n?a poaaeneni to amoo su to mameoi o peisu (C 9G)
Ar+C 1 [-Tass] r +AC 1

Mid [ :1]1+AGT j OF L +BEN]

4 2- 4 3 -2 C 5- -5
(You) tell your father to give the money to the old man!

1 2 3 4 5

C-10. to ko n?a poafaenineni to mam4oi o [te si ana] to ba?i
r+AC 1 [+pass] r+AC r-Fu.: 1 rAC
1.+AGTj OF L+BEE L+04 +DAT

1 3- -3 -2 4-5 6

(You) have the old man give the food to Granny.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

-11. i Si poafaenineni ta oko to amoo si to mam6oi o peisu
r+AC 1 [+pass] +AC 1 r-.CC 1 f +AC 1 r+iiii I

1+AGTI OF L+DENI 1.+AGT1 L+DATI p.oBqj

From RF

4 2- 3 -2 7 6- -6

(C 101)

(C 99)

The father made his child give tho money to the old man.

1 2 3 4 5 6

C-12. te ko r?a poafiineni ta mameoi to [to si anal o La?i
r+AC [+pass] r+AC 1 r+1/,1:

L+AGT J I.+B4 L+01).1 14DATI

f 2- 3- -3 -2 4-5 6

(You) get the old man to take the food to Granny!

(C 102)



C-13. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

i?o oleo i si poafiindni to mau4oi to [to si ana] o ba?i (C 103)
[FIT f+AC 1 [+pass] pi-Ac

+AGTJ L+AGTJ RF L+BENJ +OW +DAT

1 3- 4- -4 -3 5-6 7

The child had the old man give the goodies to Granny.

From IF: impossible to derive causatives from IF verbs in Tem

If we compare the non-causative verbs with their causative counterparts,
we can set up three morphological types:

Focus Non- Class I
Caus

Class II Class III

AF mdfi IF: poa-mofi AF: poa-mofi a
OF fadni OF: poa-faeni-neni

poa-faen(i)-eni
RF fti RF: poa-fii-neni OM GO

These types are referred to by Tung (1964:143) as the 22R-inflection (I
and III) and the poa-neni inflection (II). All Tsou causatives fit into
these three categories, with a few -i suffix forms added to Class I.
Their properties can be accounted for quite simply: Class II forms cret.47

neni) arc those causatives derived frau passive causatives, whether OF
or RF, and Class I and III are derived from A]? forms. Syntactically, each
adds a new AGT to its case frame, but the case relation it chooses as
grammatical subject is the same as the relation of the subject of its non-
causative source. The exception is of course the agentive verbs,.where
an AGT subject in the source is considered to correspond to a BEN subject
in the causative to avoid having two ACT's in the same case frame.
Ilorphologically, all causatives add 2227 (or pa?- or p?-) , and those
derived from passives (OF or RE), also add -neni or -eni. Causativization
is derivation by ay definition, so it is normal to find non-predictable
phonological changes in the causative form of fadni (fAeni according to
Tung). Horeover, since the mo-, -eni, and -i focus 'inflections' and
internal modifications carry over in derivation, it seems focus must also
be considered derivation rather than inflection, by usual criteria (cf.
Li 1973.5.0). The -(n)eni inflection on Class II causatives is the same
as the 'dependent -neni' (Tung,1964:143, 225) suffix on non-causative OF
and IF verbs, and in 22gapnineni and poafdeneni, we actually Lave the
same affix twice: it is added first to the rootin the original OF passive
derivation, then again to the new derived form in causative passive
derivation. Note that because of the suppletive character of the focus
forms for 'give', there can be little doubt about the direction of deriva-
tion; the phonological shapes can be predicted only if Class I causatives
are derived from active (AV) verbs and Class II forms from passives. This

conclusion is compatible with the evidence from other sets of verbs.

With reijard to the decision to call the performer of the action
BET, the negative evidence at least is quite clear. 1) the 'causer' is
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the grammatical AGT, since it is coreferential with the clitic pronoun,
which is always AGT with agentive verbs; 2) there can't be two AGT's
in one simple sentence, and 3) it couldn't bu any other case, because
DAT, the only ether likely prospect, is already taken by the DAT from
the source verb when it is ditransitive. An analysis which denies (1)
would complicate the grammar of Tsou, and to deny (2) or (3) would deny
and weaken the whole case grammar framework.

Though the grammar does allow both the 'causer' AGT and the
performer' BEV to cooccur, contrary to Tunes claim, it is true enough

that this is not common, especially with ditransitive verbs, that is
bacause since AGT and DAN are both in the AC case form in a Class I
causative, it nay be confusing to have two animate AC's in tha same
sentence. Here, as in the analogous situation in Rukai (Li 1973:4.3.3.7),
the language resorts to fixed word order, though in Tsou [+AC, +BU]
always precedes [+AC, +DAT], whereas in Rukai the reverse is true.

On the basis of the discussion so far, the 'sou causative rule
may be .representod as follows.

C-14.

f+AGT)

+ .+DAN,/

aVi
..+Acy

+ ( Pi j)>
<<+passive>>

>---->

. .
r+AC

+( itAGT])

+III "

I+BEN)
+ 4DATi

U+OBJ;
1

ari
f+ELN1

<4.(.13174 )=
+passi&e
+causative
<+neni>>

C-15. (n)eni] / +passive
V V +neni

The feature [+neni] seems Me an ad hoc rule feature, but it is necessary
to condition the correct affix on those causatives derived from passives.
It would not be sufficient to condition the morphophonemic rule wili just
(+passive 1, since all causatives aro passive. Prom another point of view,
+causativej of course, this just shows that causative verbs are transitive

verbs win their own lexical entries and as such, each must be specified
for its own conjugation class, Er-class, neni-class, or i-class.

Mote that, as with other Formosan lancuages, verbs taking, say,
BLN, LA, or ::,CC as subjects are not eligible for causativization.
over, it is quite rare in ::sou for nr verbs to be causativized. Tung in
fact seems to bu claiming that this never happens at all (Tung 1964:191),
though I have presented counter-examples to this claim. Thu reason they
are rare could be partly that causativization is a sporadic historical
event, and just doesn't happen to everything it could happen to; peraaps
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a better reason is the problem of homonymy. Take for example the word
for 'borrow' in its three foci, with their corresponding causatives:

AF euevAho

OF eueviha

Rr euevAhi

33]? ,poa-euevelho

OF poa- euevah. -neni

RF

The reason for the non-existence of the causativized flP form could simply
be that since final affix vowels arc lost before -(n)eni, it would be
homophonous with the causativized OF verb. Conversely, the reason such
a form does exist for 'give' above is that due to the suppletive nature
of the OF (fadni) and RF (f/i) forms, the Class II causatives don't come
out homonymous, and therefore both are allowed.

I have stated that derivation rules are diachronic rather
than synchronic, and that causativization is derivation. This predicts

that lexical items entering the language at different times would be
subject to phonological rules, and that in some cases, only a historical
explanation would account for the relation between sets of forms. As a

possible example of this note the coexistence of six different causative
forms for 'eat' listed by Tung: poab6nb, poaandni, poa:loatia,

pa2b6ne, pa2b6nea , and p?One. Comparing these to the AF, OF and IF forms
of the corresponding non-causatives, it is possible to sort out the three
classes of causatives:

AF bcine

OF Ana

Ir an-dui

Class I
poa booms

pa?-bOnd
p?-oritt

.111

Class II
M

poa-cu-Li

Class III
poa bona a
pa?-bOne-a

To account for the synchronic coexistence of three Class I forms and two
Class III forms, we could propose a scenario that would start off with a
ran-Formosan-looking root and derive the other verbs:

1. m-kAn
2. - LAn-an

3. - pa-An
4. u?An ?Anan pa?An

,

5, - anan -

6. biln - -
7. - - - pa?-bAn

O. - - p?An -

9. bAnti - p?Le pa?bAnt

10. bLu - 06ne pa2b(Ine

11. -. - - - pa?1Anti-a

12. - -- - - poa-bcInt
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13. - poa-bOna-a
14. - ana

15.

- - - - 6,1 - - poa-inn -4e'

16. - - 4 .

poaanen
17. bOnu ana p?Onu pa?b6ou pa?bOnea poabOne poolginto

poaae!_

Tung considers p2Onu the shortened alternative form of pa/b6nft, but by
the solution worked out above, he may have the priorities backwards. Tee

existence of such sets of forms, the occurrence of suppietive forms, and
back-formation (cf, stop 7 above) can only be explained, it seems to tic,
if both causativization and focus are considered historical processes of
word formation, that is, derivation.

WO. WI 6114

I have not yet discussed what I termed 'Class III' causatives,
those that are derived from AF verbs, but differ from Class I causatives
in adding a final -a suffix without a corresponding stressshift. Accordin._

to Tung, these forms arc merely free alto-moots (Tung 1964;192), and he
doesn't even bother to list them in his glossary; however, it turns out
that there are consistent syntactic diffences between some of the forms
with and without the -a suffix:

1 2 3 4 5 G

C-16. to ko n?a poamofi to mam4oi to peisu o amoo mi.
+AC 1 ( +pass 1 r +AC 1 I +AC [-FON

L+AGTJ 1 Class il I +DATI t +OM +BLA

1 2- 6 5 -2 4

(G97).

3- -3

(You) tell your father to give the money to the old man!

1 2 3 4 5

C-17. to ko n?a poamofta to peisu o oko su

i+AC 1 r+paso 1 f+AC 1 +ON
+AGT.1 [Class III] 1+OBJJ [+BEN

1 2- 5 4 -2 3

(You) tell your child to bring the money!

1 2 3 4 5 6

C-18. i si poatioffa to mambi to peisu o olio su

f

+AC 1 1 [+AC 1 p.m 1 r+illi 1

1+AGTJ [Plass III 1.+AGT.1 L+OBJ 1+BLI1,1

3- -3 2- 6 5 -2 4

The old man told your child to bring the money,

(C 104)

(C 105)

The difference between the two forms syntactically is that the final -a
Glass III verb doesn't allow a DAT constituent to occur, while semantically
the Glass III forms are interpreted as involvin3 motion toward the agent

(Igive' versus 'brin31). This can be o4ressed by a rule which removes
the DAT from the case frame and marks the verb for the interpretation that
the DAT is identical to tile AGT. dote that this is exactly how Fillmore
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analyzes a verb like 'buy': the merchandise goes from the seller to the
buyer, who is the agent and cannot be separately expressed with that verb.
This is referred to as 'required coreference deletion"' (Cook 1971:15-16).
It seems that the rule for Tsou can be most simply written to apply to the
non-causative agentive AF verb rather than to the causative, otherwise
there is a problem in sorting out the correct subset of passive causatives
for it to apply to. Asa first approximation,

C-19.

+( +AGT ) +( +BEN )

aFi aF
i

r+AC 1+14111

DAT1) +0.+Ag.M)

+passive

+causative
+AGT=DAT

With non-causative eueviLho 'borrow', a source DAT is required:

1 2 3 4 5

C-20. i?o oko mo euevAho to mo go en to mameoi
r+TP 1 [-pass] (+AC f+AC

L+AGT.1 1+013,11 L+DATJ

1 2 3 4 5- -5
The child borrowed five dollars from the old man.

1 2 3 4 5 6

C-21. os ?o eel4a o [ i si euevAha to mameoi ] ci pefou
+Ac 1 [+pass] (+AC r+K: 1

L+AGTJ OF --AGTJ

I

L+ObJj

1 2 6 5- -5 4

I found the money which the old man borrowed.

Compare first the Class II passive;

1 2 3 4 5 6

C-22. i si poaeuevahani a?o to oleo o peisu si
r+AC 1 +pass 1 rfAc 1 puii 1

L+4V3T2 LClass IIJI+IM4 (.+AGT, U-013.1

(+DATJ

4-1 2 6 5 3 1 2- 3
The child lent his money to me; ltterally: the child had me

(C 5)

(C 48)

(C 108)

-2 G 5 4

borrow his money from him.

Although it should be possible to use this form to refer to causing Y
to borrow from Z', it seems for this Class II form the AGT=DAT (source)
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interpretation has been fixed for the lexical entry. Compare the Class
I and III forms;

3

-poaeuevilao 1

1 2 ( 4 5 6

C-23. to ko n?a (poaeUevah6aj no peisu su a?o
+AC ] [ +pass] +G H
L+AGT

r 1

i+owij

ril
L+BEE!

.

1 2/3 G 5 4

(You) lend me sone of your money!

3

(poaeuevAho
2

C-24. i si tpoaeuevahbaj
f+AC 1 [+pass]

L+AGTI

1-4

4 5 6 7

ta oko to peisu si a?o
f+AC I r+AC 1 f+I;Li 1

I 4mnd L+OBJ j L+BLIT j

3- 6 5 -3 7

a) The child had his money lent to me; OR

1-4 2 6 5 7

b) The child lent his money to me (from him)

(C 1U7)

(C 109)

Unfortunately, my notes aren't clear as to which gloss goes with which
verb in C-24; however, if the coreferential interpretation does go with
the final -a form, then the glosses should be as I have marked them. In

both sentences, the money is the child's, bet with poaeuevahcla, the AGT
and DAT are coreferential, so the child is dispensing it as well as
causing it to be borrowed, whereas with poaeuevAho, the lender and the
dispenser are allowed to be different people. With such a subtle dif-
ference in meaning, it is not too surprising that the verbs are almost
interchangeable.

The -a suffix with the verb 'to make' does not make any
discernible difference:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C-25. i si poanoock to si?oi ta anoo si o oko si

[:2CGT]

[+pass] f+AC

J

f+AC 1 +II
L+OBJ I*AGTJ I +BOO

4 2- (7) 6 -2 3

Tile father had his children make a broom.

1 2 3 4 5

(C 121)

C-26. i si poamooae/a ta mamcloi to fatu o mo?o (C 123)

3- -3 2- -2 4

The old nan had hoe make rocks.
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However, the Class II causative, derived from the suppletive OF passive
teai, does show an interesting lexicalized distinction;

C-27. i ii poatea2ineni ta haho3cou o mo ku4zo to ca?n5d (C 43)

(W r :: rtpRal+ C1: III ;J 1+01.11

1 2- 3 -2 4 5
He had the man fix the broken chair.

It is only this Class II causative that I have found to have the meaning
of 'repair' instead of 'make'.

Finally, Caere is also a phonological distinction between
poabLia and ooabon6a (Tung gives this form without ,the stress shift), but
I have not found a corresponding semantic difference.

,4 5.
C-26. i si poa2bone ta mameoi to fou o ino si (C 126)

r+AC 1

L+AGTI

r+AC 1 p+Ac

B

1 ral
L+AGTI L*OJI +BENJ

3- 1-- -
The old man

3
wade his mother eat meat.

2 ,

1 2 ,

poabonu

,3 4 5
C-29. to ko n?a

l
poabonua to fou o ino su

I+AC I

+AGT
r+AC 1 [+BEHM41

1+04 NJ

1 - 5 4 -
(You) tell your mother to eat meat!

3.0 CONCLUSION

(C 125)

At this point, I should be sayillg something about subgrouping:,
since this is a paper intended for a conference on comparative linguis-
tics. According to Blust (1973), we can approach syntactic reconstruc-4
Lion either by typological comparison or by attempting to reconstruct
surface sequences of two or more words. iiy data do not lend themselves

to the latter approach (which I would think is lexical rather than syn-
tactic reconstruction anyway; if we take seriously what Chomsky says
about syntactic creativity). In terms of typological comparison in the
area of causatives, perhaps the most notable characteristic by which
Formosan languages differ is in whether their causative rules derive
only passive causatives (Tsou, Bunun), mainly passives (Amis), active
or passive (Saisiyat, Seediq), or only actives (Rukai). This may be a
significant division in light of the fact that Rukai also differs in
requiring DAT instead of BEN as the case relation corresponding to a
non-causative AGT. Another possibly interesting parameter might be
whether the language allows the causativization of ditransitives (Tsou,
Amis), allows it in a suspicious way (Saisiyat), or forbids it (Rukai,

Buaun, Seediq). The subgroups one might try to establish on the basis
of such criteria do not match the usual divisions of Atayalic (Seediq)

Tsouic (Thou) Pail/attic (Amis, Bunun, RuLai, Saisiyat) that ',lave

been proposed on le:.tical evidence. If anything, Rukai, supposedly a
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more through and comprehensive syntactic
areal features to sort out.

In conclusion, perhaps one typological characteristic common
to all the languages I studied should be reiterated here: that is the
clear and fundamental division of verbs in Formosan languages into two
classes, active and passive, with the passive verbs subdivided for some
of the languages into different 'focus' types. As Ferrell notes (1971b:
3-4), this has been the traditional view of Philippine languages too.
It was rejected by lici:aughan (1)50, uho according to Ferrell "drops
the artificial active-passive distinction and treats the four focus in-
flections as four separate voices" (Ferrell 1971b:.4). Ferrell adopts
a similar approach in his analyses of Formosan languages, and in fact
goes one step farther, suggesting that the languages have four foci and
an active-passive distinction. This latter hypothesis is supported
only by some very suspicious data from Amis, (see section 2.4), and
will need much more evidence to make it acceptable. However there is
already enough data available to support the establish an active-pas-
sive voice dichotomy, and for Amts an additional ergative-accusative
division. In fact, much of the evidence can be found in the articles
in which Ferrell is attempting to show that the distinction is an

artificial one To sum up the evidence:

a) only non-AF verbs in Paiwan se.eu to allow proposed
clitics (Ferrell 1971a:110-111)

b) "In Paiwan, proverbs are used primarily with the AF-

inflected form of the verb" (Ferrell 1971a1111)

c) in Thou, prcverbs are divided into those that cooccur
with AF verbs and those that don't (Ferrell 1971a.114)

d) AF sentences follow the accusative subject choice hier-
archy; the subject is not 'agent', but neutralizes AGT, DAT, IOS, and
OBJ; this function is taken over by G or AC in non-AF sentences, de-
pending on the languae,

e) finally, ..:. the causative rules I have proposed in

this paper can only be stated by making crucial reference to a feature
[±passive], a feature that puts AF verbs into one group [-passive] and
all non-AF verbs together into the other category [4-passive].
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